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Two models, a Poisson race model and a diffusion model, are fit to data from a perceptual matching
task. In each model, information about the similarity or the difference between two stimuli accumu
lates toward thresholds for either response. Stimulus variables are assumed to influence the rate at
which information accumulates, and response variables are assumed to influence the level of the re
sponse thresholds. Three experiments were conducted to assess the performance of each model. In Ex
periment 1, observers performed under different response deadlines; in Experiment 2, response bias
was manipulated by changing the relative frequency of same and different stimuli. In Experiment 3,
stimulus pairs were presented at three eccentricities: foveal, parafoveal, and peripheral. We examined
whether the race and diffusion models could fit the response time and accuracy data through changes
only in response parameters (for Experiments 1 and 2) or stimulus parameters (for Experiment 3).
Comparisons between the two models suggest that the race model, which has not been studied exten
sively, can account for perceptual matching data at least as well as the diffusion model. Furthermore,
without the constraints on the parameters provided by the experimental conditions, the diffusion and
the race models are indistinguishable. This finding emphasizes the importance of fitting models across
several conditions and imposing logical psychological constraints on the parameters of models.

For close to 50 years, response time (RT) studies have
been a major focus of attention in cognitive psychology
(Hick, 1952; Hyman, 1953; Luce, 1986). Over this time,
a great deal has been learned about how performance in
cognitive tasks changes with such factors as stimulus in
tensity, response bias, and so forth. The relationship be
tween RT and other behavioral variables, such as accuracy,
is of considerable interest. For instance, it is well known
that a person can decrease RT at the expense of decreas
ing accuracy; this is the ubiquitous speed-accuracy trade
off that appears in most, if not all, cognitive tasks (Pa
chella, 1974).

The most successful models of RT and accuracy and,
consequently, of the speed-accuracy tradeoff are se
quential sampling models. These models assume that, in
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a choice response task, an observer engages a process of
sequentially sampling from the stimulus that results in a
gradual accumulation of information at some late stage
of processing. A response is executed when the level of
information exceeds some threshold or criterial amount
required for that response. The speed-accuracy tradeoff
arises as the thresholds are moved. If the thresholds are
far from the starting point of the process, more informa
tion will be needed to reach them, and more time will be
required for that information to accumulate. The system
will be less likely to accumulate a large amount of erro
neous information, and so accuracy will be higher than
when the thresholds are closer to the starting point. For
closer thresholds, it will not take as long to accumulate
the necessary amount of information; consequently, RTs
will be faster. However, the probability that erroneous in
formation causes the system to reach threshold will be
larger, producing a higher error rate.

Sequential sampling models have been examined
within a variety of experimental contexts, including sig
nal detection, psychophysical discrimination, recogni
tion memory, categorization, and perceptual matching.
One result of their far-flung success is the general ac
ceptance ofthe idea that these models provide an adequate
description of the relation between RT and accuracy in
simple and choice RT tasks. There are two major classes
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of models that have dominated the literature, which will
be examined in this paper: random walks and race mod
els. The major difference between these two types of
models lies in how information is stored at the critical re
sponse selection stage. The race models postulate the ex
istence ofcounters, modules that store separately the in
formation for each response. In contrast, the random
walk models require only a single counter that stores in
formation that can be either positive or negative. In partic
ular, we will compare the popular diffusion model (Rat
cliff, 1978), which can be classified as a type of random
walk, and a Poisson race model (Pike, 1973; Townsend
& Ashby, 1983).

These models will be applied to data from a percep
tual matching task, in which observers are asked to de
termine whether two elements of a stimulus pair are the
same or different. The perceptual matching paradigm
was chosen to evaluate the sequential sampling models
for two reasons. First, the pattern of RTs and accuracies
provides an interesting challenge for modeling. Correct
same responses are often faster than correct different re
sponses. This is called thefast-same effect. Yet, incorrect
different responses tend to be more frequent than incor
rect same responses. This is called the false-different ef
fect (Bamber, 1969; Krueger, 1978). This pattern ofRTs
and accuracies suggests that fast same responses are not
due simply to a bias to respond same (see, e.g., Proctor &
Rao, 1983). If this were the case, same responses would
be more frequently wrong than different responses. A
successful model must not only illustrate how same re
sponses can be speeded, relative to different responses,
but also how such a result could arise without response
biases. However, as will be evident in this study, the fast
same/false-different pattern is not always obtained (see,
e.g., Farrell, 1985; Krueger, 1978). Viable models of the
matching process must also be able to predict the lack of
an effect of stimulus type on RTs and accuracies.

The second reason to choose perceptual matching is
that, in similar paradigms, at least two random walk mod
els have been investigated: Krueger's (1978) noisy oper
ator theory and Ratcliff's (1981) diffusion model. The
race model has not, until this point, been applied to data
from perceptual matching. Because ofthe number ofand
relationships between parameters in the random walk
and race models, the fast-same/false-different pattern of
data can be captured quite easily by both types of mod
els. The issue, then, is whether both types of models can
accommodate changes in RT and accuracy through rea
sonable changes in parameters (see Proctor, 1986, for a
discussion of this issue with respect to the diffusion
model). In the present sequence of experiments, we ma
nipulated conditions designed to influence the rate ofin
formation accumulation, as well as the thresholds for
same/different response selection.

Although both the race and the random walk models
may capture the relationship between speed and accuracy
in a single condition, to be considered adequate models
of behavior in choice response tasks, they must also be
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able to explain differences between conditions through
appropriate changes of their parameters. Townsend and
Ashby (1983) have called this the principle ofcorrespon
dent change. For example, a race model may be able to fit
the patterns in RT and accuracy under different levels of
response bias, but perhaps this account requires changes
in the parameters associated with accumulation rates.
This would be an unsatisfactory fit of the model, because
the mechanisms of the process require that thresholds,
not accumulation rates, change with bias.

In what follows, we discuss the random walk and race
models. We present the random walk models that have
already been proposed to account for matching data. We
also discuss the Poisson race model in some detail, be
cause it has not previously been considered in this con
text. Then we present the results from three experiments
designed to test the models. Our analyses show that both
random walk and race models have some success ac
counting for the data. In particular, the Poisson race
model does at least as well as the diffusion model and pro
vides a computationally simpler characterization of the
response selection process. Although we are concentrat
ing only on perceptual matching in this paper, it should
be emphasized that we do not intend our results to be
limited to this paradigm. We hope, by presenting a compre
hensive description ofour modeling efforts, to help guide
future research in other choice reaction tasks.

MODELS OF
INFORMATION ACCUMULATION

Sequential sampling models have been studied exten
sively for simple and choice reactions, beginning with the
earliest counter models (Audley & Pike, 1965; LaBerge,
1962) and random walk models (Laming, 1968; Link,
1975; Link & Heath, 1975; Stone, 1960). Occasionally,
the race and random walk classes of models have been
pitted against each other (Diederich, 1995; Smith & Vick
ers, 1989). In the following sections, we present several
sequential sampling models of response selection. We
focus, in particular, on the ral)dom walk models that have
been applied to matching and the race models that have
been applied to other types of choice response tasks.

Random Walk Models
Noisy operator theory. Krueger's (1978) noisy oper

ator theory proposes that the presence of noise in the in
formation-processing system perturbs stimulus features
with some small probability. Some differences will be per
ceived even between identical stimuli, but, on average,
same pairs will have fewer perceived differences than dif
ferent pairs. The comparison process must determine
whether the difference registered by a single glance at the
display (one pass) is large enough to conclude that the pair
is different. It counts the number ofmismatching features
between the two stimuli, rechecking or recounting when
the number ofmismatches is neither small enough to con
clude same nor large enough to conclude different. The
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process keeps a count of the total number of differences
perceived over passes of the display. Because of the ten
dency for noise to make some same pairs look different,
different errors will occur more frequently, but different
stimulus pairs will be more likely to be rechecked, result
ing in slower different RTs: the fast-same/false-different
pattern.

Krueger's (1978) model can be characterized as a ran
dom walk in discrete state space (the number of mis
matches) and discrete time (the number of passes). The
noisy operator theory differs from other random walk
models in that, on every pass, the distributions of the
number of perceived mismatches change according to
the number of differences perceived on the previous
pass. It is therefore nonstationary, and explicit expres
sions for the RT distributions have not been derived.
Krueger (1978) showed good fits of the model to the RT
histograms for several experimental conditions in single
and multielement matching. The model also predicted
the false-different pattern, although, in absolute terms,
the model predicted accuracies that were higher than
those observed.

The diffusion model. A diffusion model was proposed
by Ratcliff (1978) to explain RTs and accuracy in recog-

nition memory. Since its first appearance, it has been ap
plied to a range of tasks, including visual search (Ward
& McClelland, 1989), typing (Heath & Willcox, 1990),
detection (Diederich, 1995; Smith, 1995), simple two
choice tasks (Ratcliff, Van Zandt, & McKoon, 1999), and
matching (Ratcliff, 1981). The diffusion model assumes
that the process begins with no information about the ap
propriate response. Over time, stimulus properties drive
the information level up or down, toward one response
boundary or another (see Figure 1, top right). When the
information level reaches one of the two boundaries, the
process ends, and the response is selected according to
the boundary that was crossed.

This model was originally applied to matching with
sequential presentations, in which the two elements of a
stimulus pair are presented one at a time, imposing a
memory load on the process. The memory representa
tion of the first stimulus (a letter string) is assumed to
decay over time. On presentation of the second stimulus,
the amount ofoverlap between the elements of the stim
ulus pair is computed. Pairs that are identical will over
lap a lot, whereas pairs that are different will not overlap
as much. This overlap determines the rate at which evi
dence drifts toward one response boundary or the other.
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Figure 1. The diffusion (top panel) and race (bottom panel) models. For the diffusion model, drift rates are randomly
sampled from one of two possible distributions, depending on the stimulus presented. In the race model, events are
recorded on two independent counters, with rates determined by the stimulus presented. Both models accumulate in
formation until a threshold is exceeded (in the race model) or a boundary is crossed (in the diffusion model).



Ifthe overlap is less than some critical value (equal to zero
without loss of generality; see Figure I, top, left), the
state of the system drifts, on average, in the negative di
rection, toward the boundary for a different response. If
the overlap is greater than that critical value, the system
drifts in the positive direction, toward the boundary for a
same response. To account for the fast-samelfalse-different
pattern, the model assumes changes in the placement of
the response boundaries, as well as in the critical value
for the amount of overlap.

Some important characteristics of the diffusion pro
cess should be noted. It is the limiting case for a random
walk in which the time steps of the walk and the size of
the steps up or down become infinitely small. The posi
tion ofthe diffusion at any point in time is normally distrib
uted, with a mean equal to the product of the drift rate
and time. In Ratcliff's applications ofthe diffusion model
(e.g., Ratcliff, 1978, 1981; Ratcliff et aI., 1999), the drift
rate is also a random variable, normally distributed with
some mean and variance. Each stimulus type (same and
different in the matching paradigm) gives rise to its own
drift rate distribution. For example, same pairs will give
rise to higher mean overlap than will different pairs. De
termining a critical overlap value is, therefore, equivalent
to the placement ofa criterion in signal detection theory.
The RTs and accuracies predicted by the model are pro
duced not by a single diffusion process, but by a mixture
of diffusions with varying drift rates.

The diffusion model has been applied to a wide range
ofchoice RT tasks, whereas the noisy operator theory is
a theory of perceptual matching only. Moreover, the dif
fusion model is a well-studied and well-understood sta
tistical process, whereas the noisy operator theory is a
nonstationary simulation model for which an explicit
mathematical characterization does not exist. Therefore,
we focused on the diffusion model in this paper.

Race Models
Race models were first explored by LaBerge (1962)

and then by Pike (Audley & Pike, 1965; Pike, 1973). The
clearest distinction between a race and a random walk
model is the number ofmechanisms on which information
accumulates. For a random walk, information is summed
on a single mechanism and can increase and decrease
over a trial. Race. models assume that information toward
alternative responses accumulates in parallel and mo
notonically over the course ofa trial. The counters stor
ing the evidence may be completely independent (Pike,
1973; Townsend & Ashby, 1983) or correlated to some
degree (Mordkoff & Yantis, 1991). The first counter to
accumulate information to a threshold "wins" the race and
determines the response. To compare between the race
and the random walk (or diffusion) representations, it is
convenient to think of the random walk as reflecting the
momentary difference between two counters in a race. The
random walk, then, is equivalent to a race between two
perfectly and negatively correlated counters.
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Instance theory. Perhaps the most familiar example
of a race model was presented by Logan (1988, 1992) in
his theory of automaticity. Logan proposed that the per
formance of a task depends initially on an algorithm, or
series of steps, that takes the performer from the stimu
lus to a correct response. Each exposure to a stimulus
response pair results in the storage ofan instance of that
pair in memory. The completion of the algorithm occurs
in parallel with the retrieval of the appropriate response
from memory. As more and more instances enter the
race, the more and more likely it is that the memory pro
cess will finish first. Skilled performance of a task thus
develops with practice and relies more heavily on the
memory ofparticular stimulus-response pairs than does
unskilled performance. Logan (1992) demonstrated good
fits of this model to the entire RT distribution and ex
plained not only how the mean RTs decrease as a power
function of practice (Newell & Rosenbloom, 1981), but
also how the entire RT distribution decreases as a power
function of practice. Colonius discussed the mathemati
cal assumptions of instance theory and more clearly laid
out the conditions under which the RT distributions can
change as they do (Colonius, 1995; Logan, 1995).

Vickers' accumulator model. Another well-studied
model is Vickers' (1970, 1979) accumulator model, which
has been applied to psychophysical discrimination data
in expanded judgment tasks. In these tasks, partial in
formation about a stimulus is presented to an observer at
time steps over the course of a trial. This paradigm is
motivated by the idea that sequential sampling models
accumulate information over time by repeatedly sam
pling from the stimulus or a mental representation of the
stimulus. So, for example, if an observer's task is to de
termine whether a presented tone is of a high or a low
frequency and if the perceptual effect of the tone varies
according to signal detection theoretic principles, se
quentially sampling the tone gives rise to a series of ran
dom perceived frequencies. One way to gain experimental
control over this process is to explicitly give the observer
a sequence of tones, each ofa random frequency selected
from a distribution with a high or a low mean.

The accumulator model assumes that the presentation
ofa stimulus sample results in a percept that is compared
with an internal referent (a criterion, as in signal detec
tion theory). The difference between the stimulus and the
referent is added to one counter ifit is positive and to an
alternative counter ifit is negative. This difference is a ran
dom variable, normally (Vickers, 1970, 1979) or exponen
tially (Smith & Vickers, 1988) distributed. The model
operates in discrete time, like the standard random walk
and the noisy operator theory, and in continuous state
space. This model has been quite successful in account
ing for RT distributions, accuracy, and confidence judg
ments in the expanded judgment task.

The Poisson race model. The Poisson race model, the
focus of attention in this paper, was originally proposed
by Pike (1973) and later generalized by Townsend and
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Ashby (1983). It assumes that counters are independent
and accumulate evidence in parallel over the course of a
trial (see Figure I, bottom half). Evidence arrives at each
counter in unit increments and is summed until one counter
reaches a threshold level of information. The time be
tween units is an exponentially distributed random vari
able, with some rate that depends on the stimulus. For
same stimulus pairs, the accumulation rate for the same
counter will be high, whereas that for the different counter
will be low. When a different stimulus pair is presented,
the rate for the different counter will be high, and the rate
for the same counter will be low. Because the time be
tween units is exponentially distributed, the accumula
tion of counts is a Poisson process. The time to select a
response is determined by the time required for the fast
est counter to reach threshold. It is a continuous time, dis
crete state process, in comparison with Vickers' (1979)
discrete time, continuous state accumulator model and
the continuous time, continuous state diffusion model.
The race model can readily generate the fast-same/false
different pattern through the relative differences between
rates ofaccumulation and thresholds ofthe two counters.

An important aspect of the Poisson race model is the
fact that the counters are represented by two renewal pro
cesses. A renewal process is one in which the interarrival
times (the times between the arrival of information units)
are independent and identically distributed. So, the mean
and the variance of the interarrival times do not change,
regardless of the duration of the process or the number
of units that have arrived. Such processes typically are
used to describe patterns of events that occur over time,
such as light bulb replacements or traffic flow. The dis
crete state assumption, which follows from the idea that
information arrives in units and so an integer number of
these are accumulated, is made only for convenience and
can be relaxed without affecting any of the discussion
and results to follow (see, e.g., Dzhafarov, 1993; Rumel
hart, 1970).

The choice of the exponential as the interarrival time
distribution is not strictly necessary but can be defended
as a starting point. First, the exponential yields the com
putationally simplest case. Second, as was shown by
Khintchine (1960) and, more generally, by Grigelionis
(1963), under general conditions the superposition (i.e.,
the pooling of the output) of a number of renewal pro
cesses with arbitrary interarrival time distributions be
comes a Poisson process when the number of contribut
ing processes becomes very large. If a counter is thought
ofas a neural module receiving a flow of information ar
riving from many concurrent processes, the Poisson pro
cess provides an appropriate description of the behavior
ofthe accumulator mechanism over time. Finally, Ashby
(1983) has shown that if the distribution of any process
ing time component in a sequence is exponentially dis
tributed and if the other components are stochastically
independent and have nondecreasing hazard functions,
the RT hazard function must asymptote to a constant.
Most empirical RT hazard functions asymptote to a con-

stant, consistent with the hypothesis that at least one
component of the process is exponential.

Besides choosing a different interarrival time distrib
ution, there are various other ways to modify and/or gen
eralize the basic Poisson race model that could be taken
into consideration (see, e.g., Cox & Isham, 1980). These
include the delayed process, in which unknown factors
(which might be incorporated into a residual or base
time) are included in the first interarrival time, a dead
time model, in which each counter is shut down for a
(possibly random) amount of time after registering an ar
rival (Schwarz, 1990), and an imperfect model, in which,
with some probability 1C, each counter fails to register an
arriving bit of evidence. It turns out that 1C would not be
an observable parameter, because the only change in the
model would be that the accumulation rate would be re
duced by a factor 1C. The delayed process is equivalent to
the case in which the residual time is a random variable
(Dzhafarov, 1992)-a reasonable assumption that would
create more than a few mathematical difficulties. The plain
Poisson race model is very flexible, and these variants of
the model should only be considered ifsuggested by em
pirical findings.

A final important aspect of the race model is the as
sumption that the counters act in a stochastically inde
pendent way. Interestingly, it turns out that the indepen
dence assumption is not that strong at all. Townsend
(1976) and Marley and Colonius (1992) have shown that
if only the RT of the winner in the race and its identity
(i.e., the same or different counter) are observable, which
is the case when only RT and the response executed are
collected as data, any race between imperfectly corre
lated counters can be represented as a race between in
dependent counters. This nonidentifiability result, owing
to the limited observability of the race, discourages any
elaborate modeling of some form of stochastic depen
dence between the counters in the absence of empirical
evidence to demand it.

The Poisson race (or, simply, race) model is presented
in this paper as an alternative to the diffusion model. The
race model has not been studied in any detail and yet has
much to recommend it. One primary appeal of the model
rests in the relative tractability of its mathematics. The
equations required to derive predictions from the diffu
sion model are complex, and it can be difficult to simu
late (see Luce, 1986). However, the purpose of this paper
is not to pit the two models against each other to show
that one is "right" and the other "wrong." Indeed, it may
not be possible to do so (Dzhafarov, 1993; Marley & Co
lonius, 1992; Townsend, 1976). The purpose of this
study is to demonstrate that the much discussed but
never tested race model is able to account for RT and ac
curacy data at least as well as the more complex diffu
sion model and, so, might be an attractive modeling op
tion for perceptual matching, as well as for other
two-choice response tasks. The extent to which we can
discriminate between the race and the diffusion models
will be discussed later.



Having discussed sequential sampling models and their
application to perceptual matching, we will now present
data from three experiments. These experiments were de
signed to exploit the principle of correspondent change
(Townsend & Ashby, 1983). Using this principle, we can
evaluate the race and diffusion models by examining how
parameters change with changes in experimental condi
tions, while simultaneously evaluating goodness of fit.
The equations describing the density and distribution
functions for each model, as well as accuracies, are given
in Appendix A.

EXPERIMENTS

Three experiments were conducted to determine
whether the race and the diffusion models can produce
the observed RT and accuracy patterns when the param
eters of the models were constrained to vary in ways ap
propriate for the experimental conditions. In the first ex
periment, the behavior of the response thresholds was
examined under different levels of speed stress induced
by response deadlines. The hypothesis was that the ob
servers should increase their thresholds when the dead
line is increased. That is, as much evidence as possible
should be accumulated before a response is selected. Con
sequently, mean RT and accuracy should increase with
increasing deadline, as long as the observers know the
deadline for a given set of trials. The race model should
fit these data through elevations in the response thresholds,
and the diffusion model should fit these data through in
creases in the distances of the boundaries from the start
ing point of the process. If the deadlines are intermixed
within a set of trials, the observers should not be able to
adjust response criteria appropriately. The race model
and the diffusion model should fit these data with a sin
gle set of parameters. For both experimental conditions,
the rate at which information accumulates should remain
constant over all deadlines.

In the second experiment, bias was manipulated by
varying the relative probability ofsame and different pairs.
When same pairs are more likely than different pairs, the
same threshold in the race model should be lowered, or,
equivalently, the different threshold should be elevated.
For the diffusion model, the starting point should move
closer to the upper (same) boundary when same pairs are
more likely and closer to the lower (different) boundary
when different pairs are more likely. The race model and
the diffusion model must be able to fit the data across bias
conditions with a single set of rate parameters and by
varying the thresholds in the appropriate directions.

The third experiment used different display conditions
intended to influence accumulation or drift rates. Letter
pairs were presented with different separations, increas
ing the distances ofeach letter from the fovea and increas
ing the rate at which spurious information accumulates
(Eriksen & Schultz, 1977; Krueger & Allen, 1987). Under
these conditions, response thresholds should be elevated,
to avoid errors based on unreliable evidence. This eleva-
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tion should produce an increase in mean RT, owing to the
longer time required to accumulate evidence to criterion.
An increase in errors should be observed at the widest
separation at which the effects of perceptual noise and,
hence, the amount of spurious information are greatest.
For the race model, the rate parameters should, therefore,
increase for the "incorrect" counter and potentially de
crease for the "correct" counter. For the diffusion model,
the drift rates should decrease as stimulus width increases.
When different stimulus conditions are presented in dis
tinct sets of trials, participants will adjust response crite
ria to compensate (Krueger, 1985; Krueger & Allen, 1987;
Proctor, Van Zandt, & Watson, 1990). To avoid such shifts
of criteria, stimulus conditions were intermixed within
sets oftrials. The race and diffusion models should, there
fore, fit these data through changes in the accumulation
and drift parameters alone, using a single set of thresh
olds and boundaries for all conditions.

Method
Participants. Three graduate students from Purdue University,

3 graduate students from The Johns Hopkins University, and 6 un
dergraduate students from Purdue University volunteered to par
ticipate in Experiments 1,2, and 3, respectively. The 6 Purdue Uni
versity undergraduates participated to fulfill a course requirement.
Each participant was naive as to the purposes of the experiments
and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Apparatus. All the stimuli were generated by and presented on
PC-style microcomputers running in text mode. The screens were
refreshed at a 60-Hz rate, and the stimuli appeared light on a dark
background. Stimulus onset and offset, deadlines, and intertrial in
tervals, as well as accuracy and RT information, were controlled
and recorded by software. All responses were made by pressing the
"Z" key in the lower left corner of the computer keyboard with the
left index finger (for same responses) or the "/" key in the lower right
corner of the computer keyboard with the right index finger (for
different responses).

Stimuli. The stimulus items were the letters "K" and "X," ap
pearing in pairs. Thus, four displays were possible: K K, X X, K X,
and X K. Letters were presented in the center of the screen, sepa
rated by one or more blank spaces. A "-" centered immediately
below the blank spaces served as a warning stimulus and fixation
point. All the characters were composed ofpoints in a 9 X 8 matrix,
subtending a visual angle of 0.53° horizontally and 0.89° vertically
when viewed from a distarice of 33 cm. Experiments I and 2 used
only foveal displays, in which only a single space separated the let
ters and the entire display subtended 1.59° of visual angle. Experi
ment 3 also used parafoveal and peripheral displays, in which 8 and
16 blank spaces separated the letters. Parafoveal displays subtended
5.3° horizontally, and peripheral displays subtended 9.5° horizon
tally. A headrest was used in Experiments 2 and 3 to fix the view
ing distance at 33 cm.

Procedure. A trial began with the presentation ofthe warning stim
ulus for 50 msec (in Experiments I and 3) or 500 msec (in Experi
ment 2). Immediately after the warning, the stimulus was presented
for 50 msec. The screen was then erased until a response was made.

In Experiments I and 3, response deadlines were imposed. After
each response, the RT was compared with the deadline. Ifthe RT was
less than the deadline, the screen remained blank until the deadline
expired, and then the RT was presented in the center of the screen
for 500 msec. The screen was again erased and remained blank for
an intertrial interval of I ,000 msec. If the RT was over the deadline,
the RT and the message "TOO SLOW" was presented immediately
after the response for 500 msec. The screen was then erased and re-
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mained blank for an intertrial interval of 1,000 msec. The partici
pant was told how many responses had been made correctly and ex
ecuted under the deadline 1,000 msec after the last trial in each
block. In Experiment 3, the deadline was always 1,000 msec. For
blocked sessions in Experiment I, when the deadline changed, the
deadline for the following block of trials was also presented. The
participant was also encouraged to take a short break. The first trial
of the next block began 3,000 msec after the participant pressed a
key, indicating readiness to begin. No feedback about response ac
curacy was presented until the end ofa block oftrials, when the par
ticipant was told how many responses had been executed correctly
and how many responses had been executed under the deadline.

In Experiment 2, no deadlines were imposed. After a response,
accuracy feedback was provided in the form ofa 500-msec tone for
incorrect responses. After feedback, a I,OOO-msec intertrial interval
ensued, followed by the warning signal for the next trial.

Design: Experiment 1. The participants performed for 12
sessions on different days. There were 6 mixed and 6 blocked pre
sentation sessions, which alternated each day, beginning with the
mixed session on the Ist day. The first 2 days were considered prac
tice, and practice data were not included in any analysis. Each ses
sion was composed of nine subblocks of 108 trials, for a total of 972
trials per session. For blocked sessions, the nine subblocks were
grouped into three blocks of each deadline (500, 750, and
1,000 msec). The three deadlines were presented in a different ran
dom order each day. Before each block, the participant was told
what the deadline would be for the next three subblocks of trials.
For mixed sessions, each subblock was composed ofan equal num
ber (36) of 500-, 750-, and I,OOO-msec deadline trials, pseudoran
domly intermixed. The participant was not told what the deadline
would be on any trial. For both mixed and blocked blocks, an equal
number (27) ofeach display type was presented, giving 54 same and
diffirent trials in each block.

To ensure a relatively uniform distribution of display types and
deadlines across the trials in a mixed block, each subblock was fur
ther divided into nine smaller sets of 12 trials. Within each 12-trial
set, each display was presented at each deadline in a random order.
This strategy ensured that the participants would not change their
expectations toward the end ofa block because of, say, a large num
ber of I,OOO-msec deadline trials that occurred at the beginning of
the block. The same strategy was used for blocked trials, except that
the deadline was the same for all the trials within the 12-trial set.
Each display type was presented three times within each set in a
random order.

Design: Experiment 2. The participants performed for five ses
sions on different days. Each session was composed of three blocks
of 360 trials, one at each level of bias (in a different random order
each day). The participants were informed of the number of same
versus different pairs before each block. Under different bias, 80%
(288 of360) of the trials were different pairs. Under no bias, same
and different pairs were equally likely (180 trials each). Under same
bias, 80% of the trials were same pairs. The first and last 36 trials
of each block were not included in any analysis. Thus, there were
1,440 trials in each bias condition.

Design: Experiment 3. All three display widths were presented
within blocks. The participants performed three blocks of 324 tri
als each day across a period of4 days. Each display type and width
was presented equally often within a block. The first two blocks per
formed on the Ist day were not included in the analyses, for a total
of3,240 trials, 1,080 trials with each display width.

Results
We will now discuss the results of the experiments in

terms of the mean RTs and accuracies. Because these re
sults are not the focus of this article, we do not present

the statistics of the tests that we performed. Any effects
noted were significant (p < .05).

In Experiment 1, mean correct RTs and accuracies
increased with increasing deadline in the blocked condi
tion (386,443, and 462 msec and .87, .94, and .95 pro
portion correct for the 500-, 750-, and 1,000-msec dead
lines, respectively, averaged over participants). In contrast,
few differences were observed over the three deadlines
for the mixed condition (396, 397, and 396 msec and .88,
.88, and .87 proportion correct for the 500-, 750-, and
1,000-msec deadlines, respectively, averaged over par
ticipants).

Only Participant 3 showed a fast-same effect of 19 msec,
whereas Participants 1 and 2 showed no such effect. Par
ticipants 1 and 2 also showed no effect of pair type on ac
curacy of responding, whereas Participant 3 did in the
mixed condition. In this condition, his false same re
sponses outnumbered his false different responses, indi
cating a bias to respond same (.21 and .16 for false same
and different responses, respectively). The data for the
3 participants, therefore, did not show strong effects ofpair
type on efficiency ofperformance. The simultaneous in
crease in mean RT and accuracy with increasing dead
line when deadlines were blocked is consistent with an
adjustment of thresholds upward or away from the start
ing point of the accumulation process.

In Experiment 2, accuracy decreased and mean correct
RT for different responses increased as bias shifted from
predominantly different to predominantly same (496,536,
and 603 msec and .98, .94, and .83 proportion correct for
the 20%, 50%, and 80% bias conditions, respectively, av
eraged over participants). This pattern was reversed for
same responses (573,545, and 474 and .87, .94, and .97
proportion correct for the 20%, 50%, and 80% bias con
ditions, respectively, averaged over participants). These
results are consistent with an adjustment of the same
threshold downward or toward the starting point and of
the different threshold upward or away from the starting
point as the number ofsame pairs increases.

Participants 2 and 3 demonstrated an overall fast-same
effect. The size ofthis effect was 44 msec for Participant 2
and 35 msec for Participant 3. There was a tendency for
a fast-same effect for Participant 1 (7 msec). Only Par
ticipant 1 showed any main effect ofpair type on accuracy;
her responses to same pairs were more accurate (.95) than
her responses to different pairs (.92), which indicates a
bias to respond same, and not a false-different effect.

In Experiment 3, accuracy decreased, whereas mean
correct RT increased, with increases in the width of the
displays (545, 575, and 591 msec and .94, .89, and .82
proportion correct for the 1.5°,5.1°, and 9.5° displays, re
spectively, averaged over participants). All the participants
save one showed a fast-same effect, which was particu
larly pronounced for the IS displays. All the partici
pants save one showed a false-different effect at all
widths, but it was greatest for the 9.5° displays: Responses
to same stimuli were less accurate than responses to dif-



ferent stimuli. The increase in correct mean RTs with in
creasing display width is consistent with a decrease in
the rate ofaccumulation. It cannot be due to an elevation
in the thresholds alone, because threshold adjustments
would lead to a corresponding increase in accuracies. Ac
curacies were decreasing, however, suggesting that the
incorrect accumulation rate was increasing as the correct
accumulation rate was decreasing. In the diffusion model,
this would correspond to both same and different mean
drift rates converging toward zero.

This pattern of effects is consistent with Krueger's
(1978) noisy operator theory. If participants elevate the
different threshold, relative to the same threshold, to com
pensate for the perceptual noise in the wider displays, the
same responses should be faster than the different re
sponses when the evidence is less noisy, as in the 1.50 dis
plays. When the quality of the evidence deteriorates as
stimuli are moved into the periphery, perceptual noise
would tend to make all the pairs look different. Thus, an
increase in false-different errors should be observed. This
is consistent with the finding that whereas the fast-same
effect was present for the foveal displays, false-different
errors predominated in the peripheral displays.

Discussion
Over the three experiments, each manipulation (dead

lines, bias, and stimulus width) resulted in a unique pat
tern of effects between mean RTs and accuracies. With
increasing response deadline, both mean RTs and accu
racies increased. With changes in bias from differentto
same, mean RTs and accuracies increased for the differ
ent response and decreased for the same response. With
increasing stimulus width, mean RTs increased, and ac
curacies decreased. There was no clear fast-samelfalse
different pattern in these data, probably owing to several
factors, including the fact that the fast-samelfalse-different
pattern is stronger and more reliable with successive than
with simultaneous presentation (Proctor, 1981; Proctor &
Rao, 1983) and that the participants received extensive
practice responding to a small set ofstimulus pairs. There
fore, we will not discuss the fast-samelfalse-different ef
fect in the analyses to follow.

The stimulus presentation was very brief. This ensured
that the observers would make a significant number of
mistakes and that eye movements would not be possible.
This also implies that the process of information accu
mulation in which the observers engaged could not be
based on the physical stimulus but, rather, on an internal
representation of that stimulus. For the fits of the mod
els, we made the simplifying assumption that the stimu
lus representation did not decay over time. For the race
model, the decaying representation is fairly easy to im
plement, however (Smith & Van Zandt, in press).

The race model and the diffusion model will now be fit
to these data, in an attempt to recover the RT distributions
and accuracies through adjustments of the appropriate
parameters. These fits will be contrasted with fits achieved
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through inappropriate adjustments of the parameters. It
will be demonstrated that both models fit the RT distri
butions when the parameters are appropriately constrained,
although the diffusion model has difficulty fitting both
the RT distributions and the accuracies.

FITTING THE
RACE AND DIFFUSION MODELS

In this section, we investigate the diffusion and race
models by way of their fits to the entire RT distribution
and the accuracy data. The experimental conditions were
such that the primary change in parameters should be lo
calized to response thresholds for Experiments 1 and 2,
and to accumulation rates in Experiment 3. The general
procedure used for fitting the models will first be out
lined, followed by the results of the fits and an interpre
tation of the parameters.

Procedure

To fit any model, several choices must be made, includ
ing what aspect ofthe data should be used to fit the model
(the data summary), what objective function should be
minimized, and which algorithm should be used for the
minimization procedure. We will discuss each of these
choices in turn and then describe how these choices were
applied to the data.

The Data Summary
There are a number of alternatives regarding the data

summary to which the models could be fit. For example,
Ratcliff (1978) routinely fits the diffusion model to RT
quantiles smoothed by an ex-Gaussian distribution. The
ex-Gaussian is the distribution of the sum ofan exponen
tial and a normal random variable, and it has been shown
to provide excellent fits to most empirical RT densities
(Hockley, 1984; Ratcliff& Murdock, 1976). To fit the dif
fusion model, Ratcliff generates its density function for a
set ofparameters and fits a second ex-Gaussian density to
the diffusion density. His strategy is to vary the parameters
of the diffusion so that the ex-Gaussian parameters esti
mated from the diffusion are as close as possible to the ex
Gaussian parameters estimated from the data. This round
about way of fitting the diffusion has been very successful
and results in a smooth, well-behaved objective function
the sum of squared deviations between the data-derived
and diffusion-derived ex-Gaussian parameters.

This procedure was attempted at first and then aban
doned, because the ex-Gaussian did not fit the densities
well for several participants. Despite the past success of
the ex-Gaussian distribution, this result is not particularly
surprising. In Experiment 1, for example, the empirical
densities at the 500-msec deadline showed very little skew,
and the ex-Gaussian is a positively skewed distribution (see
Figures 2 and 3). Fits of the models' density functions
were also attempted directly to histogram and quantile es
timates ofthe density function, but good fits were difficult
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Figure 2. Predicted densities ofthe unconstrained, appropriate, and inappropriate race models (dotted, solid, and dashed lines,
respectively) and the observed densities (open symbols) for Participant 1 for each deadline in the blocked condition ofExperiment 1.
The deadline (500,750, or 1,000 msec) is noted on each panel. Correct diffrrent response times (RTs) are presented on the left, and
correct same RTs are presented on the right.

to achieve with these estimates (see Van Zandt, in press-a).
Similar problems were encountered with maximum like
lihood techniques.

For the experiments presented above, the models' dis
tribution functions were fit to the deciles of the RT dis
tribution (see, e.g., Logan, 1992). For each condition and
display type, the RTs corresponding to the Oth, 10th, ... ,
90th, and lOOth percentiles were computed by linear in
terpolation. An empirical estimate of the distribution
function is, therefore, provided by F(t;) = .Ii, i = 0, I,
... , lO for each quantile to, tl, t2 , ... ,tlO • Van Zandt (in
press) has shown that fits of distributions to quantiles
yield more accurate parameter estimates at smaller sam
ple sizes than do fits to any density estimate and that the
accuracies of the estimates were generally comparable
with those obtained by using maximum likelihood. Finally,
and most important for our purposes, fits to the deciles
worked when all else failed.

The Objective Function
The objective function to be minimized by the fitting

algorithm was the next decision that had to be made, al
though our choices were limited by the data summary we

selected. Among possible options were the sum ofsquared
deviations between the predicted (F) and the observed
(F) percentiles

and the X2 goodness-of-fit statistic

2

{.lO - [F(ti+l) - F(t;)]}
x2 = NL; -"-----------''--

F(ti+l) - F(t;)

where N is the number of responses used for the esti
mate F. In addition, to fit both the distribution and the
mean RTs and accuracies simultaneously, some function
of the difference between the predicted and the observed
means and accuracies had to be included in the objective
function. For the fits of the distribution, either the sum
ofsquared error or the X2 statistic was used, and to this was
added the sum of squared errors for the correct and in
correct mean RTs, plus the sum of squared errors for the
same and different response probabilities, weighted by
the number of trials. The number oferror responses was
too small to fit the error RT distributions directly.
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Figure 3. Predicted densities ofthe unconstrained, appropriate, and inappropriate race models (dotted, solid, and dashed lines,
respectively) and the observed densities (open symbols) for Participant 1 for each deadline in the mixed condition ofExperiment 1.
The deadline (500, 750, or 1,000 msec) is noted on each panel. Correct different response times (RTs) are presented on the left, and
correct same RTs are presented on the right.

The probabilities were weighted to ensure that a large
part of the minimization routine was concentrated on fit
ting the probabilities. When the X2 statistic was used as
the objective function for the distributions, weighting the
probabilities by the number of observations put the X2

statistic and the squared difference ofprobabilities on an
equivalent scale, so that the size of the X2 statistic did
not swamp the contribution ofthe probabilities to the ob
jective function.

We considered both the sums ofsquared errors and the
X2 statistics for the distribution fits because, for different
data sets, one or both of these functions could be either
well behaved or very unstable. That is, although the sur
face of the function defined by the sum of squared er
rors for one participant may be relatively smooth and
promote rapid convergence to a global minimum and a
"good fit," that same objective function for a different
participant's data or for a different model may not yield a
good fit. The goal of the fits was to find parameter values
for each model that resulted in a small X2 statistic. Because
using the X2 statistic itselfas an objective function proved
to be computationally difficult in some circumstances,
the more simple sum ofsquared errors was used when pos-

sible; minimizing this function often minimized the X2

statistic also. This was true most often for the race model.
When the sum ofsquared errors did not yield low X2 val
ues, the X2 statistic itself was minimized. For the diffu
sion model, direct X2 minimization proved to be most ef
fective, because minimizing the sums ofsquared errors did
not generally yield low X2 statistics and did not recover
the observed means and accuracies.

Frequently, it proved to be impossible to fit both the
RT distributions and the response probabilities simulta
neously. In this circumstance, the objective functions
without the weighted sums of squares of mean RTs and
probabilities were fit, resulting in small X2 values but sig
nificant failures to recover the response probabilities. This
phenomenon was extensively explored and will be dis
cussed below.

The Algorithm
The final decision concerned the algorithm to be used

to minimize the objective function. There are many min
imization routines we could have used, including STEPIT,
simplex, genetic algorithms, simulated annealing, gradi
ent descent, the secant method, and so forth, and we tried
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several of these. After a great deal ofexploration, we de
vised an iterative simplex routine. A downhill simplex
algorithm (NeIder & Mead, 1965; Press, Teuko1sky, Vet
terling, & Flannery, 1992) was the workhorse ofthe min
imization procedure. A simplex is an N-dimensional geo
metric figure with N + I vertices; for N = 2, a simplex
is a triangle. In the minimization problem, N is the num
ber of parameters of the model to be fit. Every vertex of
the simplex represents a possible set of solutions for the
N parameters. The objective function is evaluated at each
vertex, and the simplex reflects, expands, and contracts it
self around the vertex that gave the lowest value of the
objective function. When a minimum is found, the N + 1
vertices ofthe simplex converge, and the simplex shrinks
to a single point.

For the iterative simplex, an initial set ofstarting values
was selected, and the simplex converged to a (possibly
local) minimum value of the objective function. The ob
tained parameters were then perturbed by some random
amount, to construct the vertices of a new simplex ori
ented around the newly found minimum. The simplex
then converged again to a (possibly new) minimum. This
process was repeated from as few as 6 to as many as 40
times, and on each iteration, the standard deviation of the
perturbations increased. Thus, the volume ofthe simplex
increased with each iteration, covering a larger and larger
region of the parameter space. The overall effect is not
unlike simulated annealing. After simplex found a local
minimum, the iterative process attempted to "shake" the
function into a still lower region of the parameter space
by increasing the volume of the simplex.

Summary
A great amount of effort was expended in arriving at

the best-fitting parameter values for each of the models.
It is important to recognize that a fit is a fit, regardless
of the method used to achieve it. Other routines, objec
tive functions, or overall strategies may produce better
fits or worse fits. An important consideration of the fit
ting method is the properties of the recovered param
eters. If the errors between the model and the observed
distribution function are normally distributed with equal
variance, methods ofleast squares (fits that minimize the
sum of squared deviations between the model and the
data) ensure that the parameter estimates are unbiased
(on average, they equal the true parameter values) and
have minimum variance. Minimizing the X2 and sums of
squared errors are both consistent with methods of least
squares, and the quantiles of the empirical distribution
are normally distributed random variables. However, we
also added the sum ofsquared error ofthe mean RTs and
accuracies to the X2 or sum of squared error, so we can
not be assured ofunbiased estimates. We checked the ac
curacy ofthe recovered parameters in a simulation study,
which we will discuss later, to verify that these proce
dures were able to recover race and diffusion parameters
under a range of conditions.

Another problem is knowing that the sum of squared
error has actually been minimized. Searching complicated
parameter spaces is something of an art, and there is no
way to be sure that the minimum found in such a space
is local or global. Therefore, caution must be exercised
when attempting to make comparisons between models,
especially when one seems to fit the data and the other
does not. Just because a good fit has not been found for
a particular model does not mean that one does not exist.

We took several steps to ensure that we could make com
parisons between the models. First, we computed more
than one goodness-of-fit statistic. The fact that the X2

statistic was minimized in the fitting routine precludes
its use as an objective goodness-of-fit measure, although
this is fairly standard practice (e.g., Smith & Vickers,
1989). Also, the X2 statistic is notoriously sensitive to
large sample sizes and will tend to be "significant" even
when no interesting differences exist between observed
and expected values. Therefore, we also computed
Kolmogorov-Smimoffand the root-mean squared (RMS)
statistics. The Kolmogorov-Smirnoff goodness-of-fit
test is a nonparametric test ofthe difference between two
distribution functions. Unfortunately, like the X2 statis
tic, it is not optimal for our purposes. The Kolmogorov
Smirnoff test loses power when the parameters of the
theoretical distribution are unknown or estimated, and
the asymptotic behavior ofthe statistic is unknown (Steph
ens, 1983). A better statistic, as we will demonstrate, is
the RMS. The RMS is a statistic representing lack offit,
commonly used in structural equation modeling (Browne
& Cudeck, 1992; Steiger, 1990). Also, we searched the
parameter spaces extensively before each fit, so that the
best possible starting values could be used. When possi
ble (for the race model), the maximum-likelihood esti
mates of the parameter values also were calculated and
used as starting values in the minimization.

Finally, as we mentioned above, we conducted a study
in which each model was simulated and then each model
was fit back to the data from each simulation. Not only
does this procedure verify the accuracy of the fitting rou
tines, it also gives an indication ofwhat a bad fit really is.
When a model that is known to be wrong is fit to a data
set, the ways in which it fails can give insight into the fits
of the model to a data set where the underlying process
is unknown. For example, if the model consistently fails
to fit the accuracies, that same model's failure to fit the
accuracies for an empirical data set might then be diag
nostic of a general failure of the model.

For each participant's data, the correct RT quantiles
for same and different stimuli for each condition were com
puted, using linear interpolation, as was described above.
For each fit, the same and different distributions, mean
correct and incorrect RTs, and same and different response
accuracies were fit simultaneously. To each data set, the
race and diffusion models were fit, and for each model,
three conditions were examined. In the first condition, all
the parameters were free to vary across the three experi-



mental conditions to produce the best fit possible (uncon
strained fits). In the second condition, only the threshold
parameters were allowed to vary, consistent with exper
imental conditions that would produce changes in re
sponse bias or in the total amount ofinformation required
for a decision (Experiments 1 and 2; rate-constrained fits).
In the third condition, only the rate parameters were al
lowed to vary, consistent with experimental conditions that
would produce changes in the quality or the amount of in
formation available for each response (Experiment 3; bias
constrained fits).

There are seven important parameters in the race model:
the two criteria K s and K o, one for the same and the
other for the different counter; four rates, Ai}' where i =
S, D andj = S, D for the stimulus and counter, respec
tively; and a residual time Ter encompassing those pro
cesses of encoding and response not represented in the
race model. In the unconstrained fits, there are values for
Ks' Ko' ADS' ADD, Aso' ASS, and Ter for each response
deadline, bias, or stimulus condition (a total of 7 X 3 =
21 parameters). For rate-constrained fits, where only
bias is free to vary across condition, the rates and Ter are
the same for each condition, and the thresholds Ks and
KD change (a total of 5 + 2 X 3 = 11 parameters). For
bias-constrained fits, only rates vary across condition,
while thresholds and Ter are constant (a total 00 +4 X 3 =
15 parameters). In the mixed condition in Experiment I,
an additional constraint was imposed on the thresholds:
in the rate-constrained fits, the thresholds also were held
constant (a total of7 parameters).

There are six critical parameters in the diffusion model.
The early stage of the model requires the means of the
drift rate for each stimulus type (-~o and ~s) and their
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variance (1}2). The diffusion process requires two addi
tional parameters, a and z, the upper boundary to respond
different and the starting point of the accumulation pro
cess. Finally, there is a residual or base time component
Ter • In the unconstrained fits, there are values for a, z,
~D' ~s, 1}2, and Ter for each response deadline, bias, or
presentation condition (a total of6 X 3 = 18 parameters).
For rate-constrained fits, where only a and z are free to
vary across condition, the same drift rate values and Ter

are used for each condition, and three pairs of values for
a and z are used (a total of4 + 2 X 3 = 10 parameters).
For bias-constrained fits, only drift rates vary across con
dition, while a, Z, 1}2, and Ter are constant (a total of 4 +
2 X 3 = 10 parameters). In the mixed condition in Exper
iment I, an additional constraint was imposed on a and
z: In the rate-constrained fits, these also were held con
stant (a total of6 parameters). The diffusion coefficient,
s2, is not an identifiable parameter for individual fits (al
though the ratio of two diffusion coefficients is) and was
set to O.l-a value consistent with Ratcliff's (1978) early
fits of the diffusion model.

For the diffusion model, all the parameters were entered
into the simplex simultaneously. For the race model, a
grid search was performed over all pairs ofthreshold val
ues, beginning from Ks = 1, Ko = I. The iterative simplex
operated at each grid point, and threshold values were
chosen that yielded the smallest objective function. The
data from each experiment will now be considered sep
arately, and the fits of each model will be discussed in
turn. At the end of the discussion ofeach experiment, the
overall findings will be summarized, and the two models
will be compared. It will be shown that both models fit
the RT distributions well and that both models performed

Table J
Parameter Values and X2 Statistics ofthe Appropriate Race Model

for Each Participant (P) in Each Condition of Experiment J

Blocked

Mixed

p

2

3

2

3

500 55} { 21.58
750 8 8 43.77 17.91 42.67 18.49 .299 41.78t

1.000 10 9 60.54t
500 4 5 } { 139.36t
750 7 8 45.63 20.35 52.25 .16.05 .275 20.44

1,000 7 8 22.16

500 6 3} { 30.73t
750 7 4 48.11 11.53 25.79 25.81 .282 33.39t

1,000 8 4 27.12-

500 8 5} { 19.76
750 8 5 61.18 18.05 36.46 31.05 .293 39.67t

1,000 8 5 18.06

500 15 14} { 17.18
750 15 14 92.93 50.00 86.38 52.21 .213 30.47t

1,000 15 14 25.44-

500 7 3 } { 28.44t
750 7 3 50.16 11.93 23.90 30.20 .277 25.20-

1,000 7 3 30.35t

Note-Deadlines (Dead) are given in milliseconds. Significance levels for rate-constrained fits are calculated
using 14 degrees of freedom for the blocked condition and 16 degrees of freedom for the mixed condition.
*p < .05. tp < .01. lp < .001.
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well when the parameters were constrained. However, the
diffusion model had significant difficulty in explaining
both RT distributions and response accuracy.

Experiment 1
In Experiment 1, conditions were such that, if an accu

mulation process was responsible for the participants'
performance, the participants should adjust thresholds
upward or away from the starting point of the process as
deadline increased across blocks. The critical models in
this case are those that are rate constrained. That is, rate
should not vary across experimental conditions to account
for the data. The rate-constrained fits are, therefore, ap
propriate for this experiment, and bias-constrained fits are,
therefore, inappropriate. In the following sections, we pre
sent in some detail the results of the appropriate fits and
discuss more briefly the results of the inappropriate and
unconstrained fits.

The Race Model
Response time distributions. Unconstrained, appro

priate, and inappropriate fits of the race model are shown
for one typical participant (Participant I) in Figures 2
(blocked deadlines) and 3 (mixed deadlines). It is difficult
to distinguish between the three fits on these plots because,
overall, the fits were all reasonable and very similar.

The best-fitting parameters and X2 statistics for the
appropriate fits are presented in Table 1. 1 The parameters
change in sensible ways across the three deadline condi
tions: The accumulation rates for the different counter

when the stimulus pair was different (ADD) are larger than
the accumulation rates for the different counter when the
stimulus pair was same (Aso), and a similar pattern holds
for the same counters. In the blocked condition, the thresh
olds Ks andKo are smallest under the 500-msec deadline
and increase as the deadline increases. In the mixed con
dition, a single pair of thresholds accounts for perfor
mance under all three deadlines, consistent with the hy
pothesis that the participants would be required to operate
under the same thresholds for all deadlines if the dead
line for each trial is unknown. In contrast, the parameters
recovered from unconstrained and inappropriate fits do
not vary in sensible ways, given the conditions ofthe ex
periment and the hypothesized mechanisms of the race
model (see Appendix B).

The total X2 statistics for all fits, summed over deadline
and display type, are given in Table 2. The differences be
tween the observed and the theoretical distributions
shown in Figures 2 and 3 are small, but most ofthe X2 sta
tistics show significant differences between the observed
and the theoretical distributions, even for the appropriate
fits (see note 1). This may be because of the sensitivity of
the X2 statistic to large sample sizes. In Table 3 are pre
sented the Kolmogorov-Smirnoffstatistics for all the fits.
For unconstrained fits, none of the deviations was large
enough to reach significance, despite the large X2 values
given for these fits in Table 2. The Kolmogorov-Smirnoff
statistics show that although there are some failures of
the model in the blocked conditions, there are no inter
esting differences at all in the mixed condition. The de
viations, although significant, are small in light ofthe abil-

Table 2
Overall X2 Goodness-of-Fit Statistics for Each Model Fit
to Each Participant's (P) Data in Experiments 1,2, and 3

and Also for Each Model Fit to Each Simulation

Race Diffusion

Experiment P Unc App Inapp Unc App Inapp

I I(B) 64.13t 123.90t 63.67t 55.59* 216.80t 62.61
I(M) 68.18t 77.49t 62.95t 51.15* 42.59 44.57
2(B) 59.36t 181.96t 94.09t 42.35 65.27* 255.20t
2(M) 59.72t 73.09t 56.05* 53.70* 67.26* 58.73
3(B) 38.44 91.24t 71.35t 35.13 78.57t 58.71
3(M) 75.40t 83.99t 70.23t 57.70* 67.56* 64.80

2 I 76.37t 158·07t I84.43t 51.46* 124.04t 201.87t
2 82.00t 141.82t 202.38t 51.36* 72.51 t 202.00t
3 260.32t 534.77t 446.99t 78.IOt 282.68t 308.74t

3 I 73.96t 88.61t 109.1 It 62.26t 90.16t 92.52t
2 47.02 78.97t 94.76t 44.28 85.62t 86.94t
3 94.65t 106.26t 152.37t 118.11t 203.06t 1I1.90t
4 74.52t 161.26t 146.29t 69.08t 188.38t 111.39t
5 104.15t 117.27t I24.62t 82.3°t 121.79t 83.4 It
6 56.63t 82.4lt 76.98t 47.52 93.48t 76.92t

Simulations I 33.99 39.72 44.96 45.99 66.79* 64.76
2 36.94 41.55 286.21 t 37.44 134.97t 53.19
3 46.49 229.17t 180.l5t 31.89 36.68 187.04t
4 38.94 56.77* 387.l6t 43.14 50.03 58.85

Note-Simulations I and 2 are rate- and bias-constrained race models, respectively,
and Simulations 3 and 4 are rate- and bias-constrained diffusion models, respectively.
Unc, unconstrained; App, appropriate; Inapp, inappropriate; B, blocked; M, mixed.
*p < .05. tp < .01. lp < .001.
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Table 3
Kolmogorov-8mirnoff Statistics and Significance Levels for the

Unconstrained (Unc), Appropriate (App), and Inappropriate (Inapp)
Race and Diffusion Model Fits for Each Participant (P) in Experiment 1

Race Diffusion

Condition P Dead Pair N Unc App Inapp Unc App lnapp

Blocked 1 500 Different 723 .0205 .0299 .0241 .0194 .0937t .0230
Same 709 .0197 .0184 .0214 .0177 .0526* .0232

750 Different 780 .0235 .0373 .0206 .0237 .0463 .0249
Same 773 .0262 .0409 .0315 .0252 .0552* .0317

1,000 Different 798 .0231 .0533* .0332 .0333 .0303 .0274
Same 790 .0247 .0382 .0326 .0256 .0526* .0272

2 500 Different 734 .0247 .0617t .0313 .0332 .0215 .0590*
Same 730 .0284 .0612t .0326 .0311 .0420 .0586*

750 Different 796 .0190 .0315 .0295 .0276 .0158 .0635t
Same 794 .0236 0413 .0327 .0245 .0282 .0684t

1,000 Different 803 .0213 .0259 .0371 .0187 .0230 .0678t
Same 795 .0230 .0284 .0275 .0182 .0368 .0539*

3 500 Different 655 .0240 .0603* .0251 .0241 .0525 .0208
Same 669 .0202 .0444 .0336 .0197 .0323 .0298

750 Different 715 .0273 .0517* .0372 .0231 .0391 .0355
Same 713 .0317 .0448 .0308 .0270 .0244 .0355

1,000 Different 711 .0236 .0331 .0372 .0179 .0388 .0334
Same 726 .0259 .0459 .0247 .0191 .0331 .0210

Mixed 500 Different 711 .0257 .0289 .0266 .0231 .0281 .0321
Same 720 .0259 .0298 .0367 .0288 .0344 .0259

750 Different 727 .0332 .0339 .0294 .0400 .0327 .0348
Same 709 .0294 .0371 .0368 .0397 .0293 .0269

1,000 Different 712 .0243 .0316 .0241 .0329 .0265 .0344
Same 696 .0227 .0211 .0187 .0244 .0259 .0176

500 Different 741 .0234 .0406 .0271 .0259 .0425 .0283
Same 761 .0236 .0356 .0261 .0336 .0406 .0281

2 750 Different 757 .0304 .0333 .0324 .0322 .0431 .0303
Same 767 .0255 .0314 .0301 .0290 .0318 .0303

1,000 Different 755 .0250 .0285 .0295 .0272 .0260 .0272
Same 754 .0235 .0241 .0252 .0361 .0357 .0274

500 Different 613 .0276 .0261 .0412 .0348 .0221 .0236
Same 685 .0387 .0361 .0249 .0246 .0437 .0310

3 750 Different 618 .0302 .0322 .0323 .0310 .0362 .0242
Same 671 .0211 .0250 .0260 .0241 .0257 .0289

1.000 Different 611 .0277 .0246 .0268 .0506 .0212 .0196
Same 675 .0315 .0480 .0312 .0266 .0411 .0336

Note-Significance levels are calculated from the sample sizes (N) and critical values D 05 = 1.36/VN and
DOl = 1.63/VN. Deadlines (Dead) are given in milliseconds. *p < .05. tp < .01.

ity of the model to capture the gross aspects of the RT
distributions. Recall, however, that the power of the
Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test is reduced because of esti
mated parameters.

One issue regarding comparisons between the differ
ent fits is whether the appropriate and inappropriate fits
of the race model accounted for any more or less of the
variance than did the unconstrained fits. The uncon
strained model had the most parameters, and so it fit the
best. This was confirmed with likelihood ratio tests (Gal
lant, 1987). In the majority of cases, both the appropri
ate and the inappropriate fits accounted for significantly
less variance than did the unconstrained fits. Unfortu
nately, there is no good way to determine whether the ap
propriate model fit more or less well than the inappro
priate model. This is because, although the appropriate
and inappropriate models are nested within the more gen
eral unconstrained model, they are not nested versions

of each other, and neither are they independent. This
means that their respective X2 statistics are not indepen
dent, eliminating the possibility of forming an F-ratio to
test for equality. Furthermore, they have different num
bers of parameters, and so the X2 statistics cannot be di
rectly compared. Similar issues arise when we attempt to
compare the fits of race and diffusion models. We will
discuss this issue shortly, when we present the results of
the RMS analysis.

Means and accuracies. The parameters recovered
from the fits were used to calculate the predicted mean
correct and incorrect RTs and accuracies. These means
were plotted against the observed means, and the result
is shown in Figure 4. The correct RTs were fit well by all
three models. The accuracies were also well fit by the
unconstrained and appropriate models. The inappropri
ate model, shown by the open triangles, had more diffi
culty accounting for the accuracies.
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The Diffusion Model
Response time distributions. Unconstrained, appro

priate, and inappropriate fits of the diffusion model are
shown for Participant I in Figures 5 and 6. As for the race
model fits, it is difficult to distinguish between the three
fits on these plots because, overall, the fits were reason
able and very similar. There are, however, notable failures
of the appropriate model.

The best-fitting parameters and X2 statistics for the ap
propriate fits are presented in Table 4. The parameters
change in sensible ways across the three deadlines in the
blocked condition: Although the drift rates are constant,
the boundaries a and z are smallest under the 500-msec
deadline and increase as the deadline increases. In the
mixed condition, a single pair of boundary values ac
counts for performance under all three deadlines. In con
trast, the parameters recovered from the unconstrained
and inappropriate fits do not vary in sensible ways (see
Appendix B).

The total X2 statistics for all fits, summed over deadline
and display type, are presented in Table 2. Unlike the race
model fits, there are few significant differences between
observed and theoretical distributions. The Kolmogorov
Smimoff statistics (see Table 3) show that although the
appropriate model failed for Participant I, there are no
large differences between the observed and the predicted
distributions for Participants 2 or 3. The deviations from
the observed distribution for Participant I are quite large
and raise some concern about the viability of the appro
priate diffusion model for this participant.

Likelihood ratio tests again were used to determine the
relative goodness of fit of the constrained and uncon
strained models. As for the race model, nearly all of the

All three models have difficulty predicting incorrect
mean RTs. The predicted mean incorrect RTs were con
sistently slower than the observed mean incorrect RTs.
Sometimes, the race model is criticized for being unable
to predict error RTs that are faster than correct RTs. This
criticism is invalid for the models we are investigating
here, because neither the thresholds nor the rates are
constrained to be equal (Townsend & Ashby, 1983).
(Note also the predicted error RTs less than 350 msec,
which are faster than any of the predicted correct RTs.)
The failure of the models to accommodate fast error RTs
is not, therefore, attributable to a shortcoming of the race
model in general. Rather, it is possible that something
else (variability in the starting point of the accumulation
levels or "fast guesses") is producing fast incorrect re
sponses that decrease the mean. There is a strong linear
relationship (r = .92) between observed and predicted
error RTs for the appropriate model, a pleasant surprise
given that error RTs were not given much consideration
in the fits ofthe model. The inappropriate model produced
the error RTs, shown as open lriangles, that were less well
correlated with the observed error RTs (r = .73).
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Figure 4. Predicted probability of a correct response (top
panel), mean correct response times (RTs; middle panel), and
mean incorrect RTs (lower panel) of the unconstrained, appro
priate, and inappropriate race models (dots, open squares and
diamonds, and open triangles, respectively) versus the observed
probability, mean correct RTs, and mean incorrect RTs for each
participant, deadline, and condition of Experiment 1.
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Figure 5. Predicted densities ofthe unconstrained, appropriate, and inappropriate diffusion models (dotted, solid, and dashed
lines, respectively) and the observed densities (open symbols) for Participant 1 for each deadline in the blocked condition of Ex-
periment I. Correct different response times (RTs) are presented on the left, and correct same RTs are presented on the right.

constrained fits accounted for significantly less variance
than did the unconstrained fits. We will discuss the good
ness of fit for the appropriate versus the inappropriate
fits below, when direct comparisons are made between the
race and the diffusion models.

Means and accuracies. The parameters recovered
from the fits to the distribution functions were used to cal
culate the mean correct and incorrect RTs and accuracies.
These means were plotted against the observed means and
the result is shown in Figure 7. As for the race model, the
correct RTs are fit well by all three models. Unlike the
race model, the observed incorrect RTs are not too fast;
the predicted and observed mean incorrect RTs are about
equal. However, the predicted and the observed mean in
correct RTs are not as well correlated for the diffusion
model as for the race model (for the race model, r = .84,
and for the diffusion model, r = .68). Unlike the race
model fits, there is no significant failure of the inappro
priate model for the means. The inappropriate diffusion
model does as well as the appropriate diffusion model at
predicting the means.

Unlike the race model, the diffusion model fails to pre
dict the accuracy data. Whereas accuracy varied from 75%
to 99%, parameters recovered for the diffusion process

produced accuracy close to 100% for each participant,
condition, and model. Because the diffusion model has
been quite successful at accounting for accuracy and RT
data in the past (Ratcliff, 1978; Ratcliff et aI., 1999), we
explored this failure of the model at great length. Many
different starting values for the parameters were used in
the iterative simplex algorithm. Stepwise fits were at
tempted, in whiCh the values ofthe boundary parameters
were fixed to guarantee fits ofthe accuracies and the drift
rates and variance were then free to fit the distribution.
A genetic algorithm, which does not rely on finding good
starting values, was also used.2 Both sums of squared er
rors and X2 statistics were used as objective functions.
Other objective functions were tried. For all of these op
tions, it was determined that either the distributions could
be fit well at the expense of the accuracies or the accu
racies could be fit well at the expense ofthe distributions.

To attempt to map out the objective function and de
termine why the diffusion model fits were failing, we en
tered the accuracies and the distributions into the overall
objective function separately. The distribution objective
function was the X2 statistic, and the accuracy objective
function was the sum ofsquared differences between the
observed and the predicted accuracies, multiplied by
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Figure 6. Predicted densities ofthe unconstrained, appropriate, and inappropriate diffusion models (dotted, solid, and dashed
lines, respectively) and the observed densities (open symbols) for Participant 1 for each deadline in the mixed condition of Ex-
periment 1. Correct different response times (RTs) are presented on the left, and correct same RTs are presented on the right.

their sample sizes. With equal weights on both the distri
bution and the probability functions, simplex did not min
imize on the basis ofaccuracy. The distributions were fit
well, and predicted accuracy was always very close to
100%. As the weight given to accuracy increased, rela
tive to that given to the distributions, the results remained
the same; even the best-fitting parameter values were al
most equal, until a critical point. At this point, accuracy
was fit perfectly, but the distribution fits were very poor.
No relative weighting could be determined that resulted
in intermediate fits to both probabilities and distribu
tions. The fact that this occurred with several objective
functions and several minimization routines suggests that
it is not simply the choice offitting techniques that caused
the diffusion model to fail.

Comparing the Race and the Diffusion Models
Both the race model and the diffusion model fit the RT

distributions well. When the parameters were constrained,
the race model accounted for RTs in conditions in which
the thresholds were both increasing and constant. The
diffusion model also fit the RT distributions well when
appropriately constrained. The race model had difficulty
fitting the incorrect mean RTs, although the predicted

values were highly correlated with the observed values.
The diffusion model did no better. The most puzzling fail
ure was the diffusion model's inability to predict the ac
curacy data and the RT distributions simultaneously.
Many techniques were used to try to find parameter val
ues for the diffusion model that would accommodate these
data, but none was successful.

Both models did well overall, and both models had
strengths and weaknesses. It is difficult to determine from
these data whether one model did "better" than another.
Similarly, it is difficult to discriminate between the appro
priate and the inappropriate fits for a particular model. Al
though the appropriate race model accounted for accu
racies and RT distributions, the appropriate diffusion
model's fits to the RT distributions were superior to
those of the race model, as is evidenced by the much
smaller X2 and insignificant Kolmogorov-Smirnoff sta
tistics. To directly compare the two models and the ap
propriate and inappropriate fits, the RMS was calculated
for each fit. To calculate the RMS, the X2 statistics for
the RT distributions were added to three X2 statistics
measuring the fits to the accuracies across the three
deadlines (an additional six degrees of freedom). The re
sulting X2 variable was divided by the number of data
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Table 4
Parameter Values and X2 Statistics for the Fit of the Appropriate

Diffusion Model to Each Participant's (P) Data from Experiment 1

Condition P Dead a z go gs T/ Ter X2

Blocked I 500 1.366 .651 } { 97.79t
750 1.759 .833 2.674 2.941 .145 .168 66.13t

1,000 1.926 .929 52.88t
2 500 1.479

.722} { 36.58t
750 1.900 .943 3.398 3.439 .193 .145 16.33

1,000 1.923 .950 12.36
3 500 1.278 .730} { 30.93t

750 1.470 .827 3.281 2.665 .188 .173 22.39
1,000 1.558 .877 25.25*

Mixed 500 1.535 .842} { 13.41
750 1.535 .842 3.711 3.038 .240 .191 19.68

1,000 1.535 .842 9.50
2 500 1.522 .799} { 22.83

750 \.522 .799 3.873 3.514 .200 .\65 19.13
1,000 1.522 .799 25.30*

3 500 1.498 .880 } { 24.89
750 1.498 .880 3.750 2.928 .377 .170 22.71

1,000 1.498 .880 19.96

Note-Significance levels are calculated with 15 degrees offreedom for the blocked
condition and 16 degrees of freedom for the mixed condition. Deadlines (Dead) are
given in milliseconds. *p < .05. tp < .01. tp < .001.

points fit (60 deciles plus 6 accuracies) minus the total
number of parameters (which varied according to the
model fit). The square root of this statistic is the RMS.

The RMS is an ordinal lack offit measure that can be
used to distinguish between nested, nonnested, or mis
specified models (Browne & Cudeck, 1992; Steiger,
1990). The model with the smallest RMS is selected as
the best fitting. It penalizes each model by the number of
parameters required, because the value of the RMS in
creases as the number of parameters increases. If a
model fits perfectly, the RMS will equal zero. On aver
age, ifthe X2 statistic is used for the RMS, the RMS should
equal I. Notice also that, by entering the response prob
abilities into the overall X2 calculations for the race and
diffusion models, the diffusion model has been severely
penalized for its inability to fit the accuracies. The RMSs
are shown in Table 5 for each model, fit to each partici
pant and each condition. If a model predicts an accuracy
of I for a particular condition, the X2 statistic will be ei
ther 0 (if no errors were made) or infinite (if any errors
at all were made). In the latter situation, the RMS is given
by an asterisk, indicating a number too large to compute.
This situation arose only for the race model; although the
diffusion model predicted very high accuracies, it did
not usually predict perfect accuracy. The race model pre
dicted perfect accuracy when the "incorrect" accumula
tion rates were very small.

The critical comparisons to be made are between the
appropriate and the inappropriate models and between
the race model and the diffusion model. The lowest con
strained RMS is in boldface font. The diffusion model,
penalized for poor fits to accuracy, did not yield RMSs
as low as those of the race model. For Participants I and
2, the appropriate race model gives the lowest RMS for

both mixed and blocked conditions. For Participant 3, the
inappropriate race model gave the lowest RMS. However,
the differences between the two RMSs was very small
(1.46 vs. 1.37 for the blocked condition and 1.28 vs. 1.27
for the mixed condition) and well within one standard er
ror (.0951 vs..0988 for the blocked condition and .0919
vs..0988 for the mixed condition).3 Therefore, it is safe
to conclude that, for the race model, the appropriate fits
were as good as or better than the inappropriate fits for all
the participants. This was also the case for the diffusion
model; although the inappropriate fits yielded slightly
smaller RMSs in the blocked condition, they were very
close to the RMSs for the appropriate fits. Disregarding
the poor fits to the accuracies for the diffusion model,
both models performed quite well in terms ofaccounting
for the RT data by way of changes in the appropriate pa
rameters. Most important, the race model performed at
least as well as the diffusion model.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, the conditions were such that, if any

accumulation process was responsible for the partici
pants' performance, the participants should adjust thresh
olds depending on the probability of same or different
stimulus pairs. For the race model, the same threshold
should decrease as the probability of a same stimulus
increases, and this decrease may be offset by a correspond
ing increase in the different threshold. For the diffusion
model, the starting point z should move toward the upper
boundary a as the probability of a same stimulus in
creases, and this movement may be accompanied by an
overall increase in a, resulting in a greater difference be
tween a and the lower boundary O. For both models, the
changes in the threshold and boundary parameters should
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be reversed as the probability of a different stimulus in
creases. As for Experiment I, the appropriate models are
those that are rate constrained. Rate should not need to vary
across experimental conditions to account for the data.

The Race Model
Response time distributions. Unconstrained, appro

priate, and inappropriate fits ofthe race model are shown
for one typical participant (Participant I) in Figure 8.
Unlike the race model fits from Experiment 1, these
fits are poor, for both the appropriate and the inappropri
ate fits.

The best-fitting parameters and X2 statistics for the ap
propriate fits are presented in Table 6. The parameters
change in sensible ways across the three bias conditions:
The correct accumulation rates are larger than the incor
rect accumulation rates, and the same thresholds decrease
as the proportion of same pairs increases. At the same
time, the different thresholds increase as the proportion
of same pairs increases. The parameters recovered from
unconstrained and inappropriate fits do not vary in sen
sible ways (see Appendix B).

For all three bias conditions combined, the X2 values
are not as small as those obtained for the fits in Experi
ment I (see Table 2). All the combined statistics are sig
nificant at a p < .00 I level. In Table 7 are presented the
Kolmogorov-Smirnoff statistics for the differences be
tween the observed and the theoretical distributions. Al
though both the appropriate and the inappropriate fits were
poor, as is indicated by a large number of significant
Kolmogorov-Smirnoff statistics, the appropriate model
managed to fit more distributions than did the inappro
priate model. Likelihood ratio tests showed that the con
strained fits accounted for significantly less variance
than did the unconstrained fits.

Means and accuracies. The parameters recovered from
the fits to the distribution functions were used to calcu
late the predicted mean correct and incorrect RTs and ac
curacies. These predicted means were plotted against the
observed means, and the result is shown in Figure 9. As
in Experiment I, the correct RTs are fit very well. Also,
there is a tendency, as in Experiment I, for the model to
predict incorrect RTs that are slower than the data. Un
like Experiment I, the model had some trouble recover
ing the accuracies. Although the appropriate model pre
dicted the different accuracies well, as is shown by the
open diamonds on the plot, the same accuracies were not
fit well at all. The unconstrained and inappropriate fits
could not recover the accuracy data.
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Figure 7. Predicted probability of a correct response (top
panel), mean correct response times (RTs; middle panel), and
mean incorrect RTs (lower panel) of the unconstrained, appro
priate, and inappropriate diffusion models (dots, open squares
and diamonds, and open triangles, respectively) versus the ob
served probability, mean correct RTs, and mean incorrect RTs
for each participant, deadline, and condition of Experiment 1.

The Diffusion Model
Response time distributions. Unconstrained, appro

priate, and inappropriate fits of the diffusion model are
shown for Participant I in Figure 10. As for the race model
fits, the fits are not as good for either of the constrained
models as they were in Experiment 1.
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TableS
Root-Mean Squared Statistics for Each Model Fit to

Each Participant's (P) Data in Experiments 1,2, and 3
and Also for Each Model Fit to Each Simulation

Race Model Diffusion Model

Experiment P Vnc App Inapp Vnc App Inapp

I(B) 1.22 1.68 28.19 38.66 36.15 36.14
I(M) 1.23 1.18 1.19 223.82 199.31 203.06
2(B) 1.21 2.02 * 29.45 27.12 26.79
2(M) 1.15 1.15 1.35 107.84 97.80 99.73
3(B) 0.92 1.46 1.37 164.83 151.78 151.74
3(M) 1.39 1.28 1.27 258.24 232.14 239.00

2 I * 2.77 58.50 56.48 53.32 53.11
2 59.05 3.74 91.40 25.22 7.71 42.73
3 * 6.93 * 3.96 3.24 11.52

3 I 1.59 2.41 * 195.47 125.23 202.76
2 1.05 1.57 7.08 187.47 172.61 173.58
3 1.47 1.47 13.04 262.96 32.82 238.64
4 92.52 464.20 19.71 447.92 412.90 407.63
5 1.59 38.16 4.04 196.28 181.80 178.86
6 1.16 104.27 11.03 426.18 396.11 391.45

Simulations I 0.95 0.89 279.61 51.36 47.25 47.24
2 13.39 1.02 78.99 325.83 301.71 295.65
3 1.02 3.35 2.01 0.83 0.87 3.69
4 0.93 1.06 * 0.95 0.95 1.38

Note-An asterisk indicates a number too large to be computed. Vnc, unconstrained;
App, appropriate; Inapp, inappropriate; B, blocked; M, mixed.

The best-fitting parameters and X2 statistics for the
appropriate diffusion model are presented in Table 8 for
all the participants. With constant drift rates, the bound
ary a remains relatively constant across conditions, and
z steadily approaches a as same bias increases. The X2

statistics indicate significant differences overall for all
the participants (see Table 2), although the individual fits
to Participant 2's data did not show any significant dif
ferences. The Kolmogorov-Smirnoff statistics in Table 7
indicate poor fits of the model for Participant 3 and for
Participant I 's same responses under different bias, which
can easily be seen in Figure 10. Likelihood ratio tests
showed that the constrained fits accounted for signifi
cantly less variance than did the unconstrained fits.

Means and accuracies. The recovered parameters were
used to calculate the predicted mean correct and incor
rect RTs and accuracies. The predicted means were plot
ted against the observed means, and the result is shown
in Figure II. The mean correct RTs are fit well by all three
models, except for the slowest mean RTs, where the model
predicts that they should be slower than they are. Unlike
previous fits, the correlation between the predicted and
the observed incorrect RTs for all models is low (r = .46).
As in Experiment I, the diffusion model fails to predict
the accuracy data.

Comparing the Race and the Diffusion Models
Unlike Experiment I, both the race model and the dif

fusion model failed to fit the data in significant ways, even
when all the parameters were free to vary. One aspect of
the data, not apparent in Figure 8 or 10, that seemed to con
tribute to this failure was the fact that the RT distributions

crossed. For each participant in several conditions, one
distribution from one condition (say, 20% same) would ini
tially be greater than another (say, 50% same), but later
the other distribution (50% same) would be greater. Some
numerical investigations of the race and diffusion models
suggest that the conditions under which crossovers can be
predicted are fairly limited, although it appears that both
can predict crossovers by using reasonable parameter val
ues (see Townsend & Ashby, 1983, chap. 9). For example,
for the rate-constrained race model, with rates of A.ss = 36
and A.so = 4, if the thresholds for one condition are K s =
2 and Ko = 6 and for another condition K s = 4 and Ko =

2, the distributions for correct same RTs will cross. How
ever, because the model was required to fit six distributions
simultaneously, the parameters may not have been able to
vary in ways that couldcapture these crossovers.

The participants may have changed both rates and bias
across the three conditions. Such changes would have pro
vided the flexibility needed to produce crossovers. (Gen
erally, the unconstrained fits of the models produced the
observed crossovers.) By necessity, the bias conditions
were blocked, and the experiment took several days to
complete, which would have allowed for such broad pa
rameter changes. Ratcliff (1985) fit the diffusion model
to perceptual matching data collected under conditions
of bias induced by changing instructions, and his fits
also required changes in both rates and thresholds across
conditions. One reason, then, why the models could not
fit the data well when all the parameters were free to vary
is that the data were formed from a mixture ofseveral sets
of parameters, used across blocks and days. Van Zandt
and Ratcliff (1995) have examined the behavior ofvari-
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Figure 8. Predicted densities of the unconstrained, appropriate, and inappropriate race models (dotted, solid, and dashed lines,
respectively) and the observed densities (open symbols) for Participant 1 for each bias condition in Experiment 2. Correct differ-
ent response times (RTs) are presented on the left, and correct same RTs are presented on the right.

able parameters on RT distributions and have shown that
the resulting data need not look at all like the distributions
predicted by the process that actually generated the data.
It is possible that, in the present case, a diffusion or a race
was indeed responsible for producing the data but that
parameter variability is obscuring the fits of the models.

To compare the fits of the constrained and the uncon
strained models, as well as the fits of the race and the

diffusion models, the RMS was calculated as in Experi
ment 1. The RMS statistics are shown in Table 5. Al
though the statistics are somewhat larger for these data
than for those of Experiment I, the smallest RMSs are
comparable. The appropriate race model performed best
for Participants I and 2, and the appropriate diffusion
model performed best for Participant 3. The fact that these
models showed the smallest lack of fit indicates that for

Table 6
Parameter Values and X 2 Statistics ofthe Appropriate Race Model
for Each Participant (P) in Each Bias Condition of Experiment 2

2

3

P Bias KD Ks ADD ADS ASS AsD Ter X2

20 10 4} { 68.57*
50 13 3 59.02 2.99 13.06 23.85 .289 70.57*
80 14 2 18.93

20 8 4} { 54.92*
50 II 3 55.58 4.67 19.54 21.05 .292 39.98*
80 13 2 46.91*

20 4 3 } { 176.27*
50 5 3 15.43 0.50 8.21 4.95 .336 192.85*
80 7 2 165.65*

Note-Significance levels are calculated with 14 degrees offreedom for each level of
bias. *p < .00 I.
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Table 7
Kolmogorov-Smimoff Statistics and Significance Levels for the Unconstrained (Unc),
Appropriate Rate-Constrained (App), and Inappropriate Bias-Constrained (Inapp)

Race and Diffusion Model Fits for Each Participant (P) in Experiment 2

Race Model Diffusion Model

P Bias Pair N Unc App Inapp Unc App Inapp

I 20 Different 1,126 .0268 .0406* .0284 .0404 .0296 .0281
Same 266 .0234 .1656t .1924t .0685 .1486t .1687t

50 Different 683 .0322 .0470 .0578* .0301 .0420 .0575*
Same 669 .0371 .0810t .0648t .0444 .0153 .0461

80 Different 244 .0373 .0588 .0814 .0366 .0589 .0760
Same 1,116 .0298 .0233 .0423* .0157 .0325 .0609t

2 20 Different 1,128 .0407* .0398 .0576t .0275 .0295 .0441*
Same 231 .0434 .1123t .2795t .0385 .0805 .1315t

50 Different 667 .0361 .0581 * .0807t .0466 .0394 .0616*
Same 670 .0280 .0390 .1274t .0194 .0361 .0349

80 Different 225 .0312 .0760 .1199t .0431 .0891 .0995*
Same 1,115 .0548t .0569t .1110t .0375 .0284 .0748t

3 20 Different 1,121 .0493t .1I07t .0576t .0287 .0916t .0513t
Same 260 .0925* .1491t .2795t .0466 .0868* .2066t

50 Different 689 .0804t .0753t .0807t .0508 .0876t .0633t
Same 676 .0417 .1007t .1274t .0693t .0588* .1061t

80 Different 254 .1290t .2110t .1199t .0730 .0799 .1431t
Same 1,108 .0441* .0341 .1110t .0450* .0833t .0431*

Note-Significance levels are calculated from the sample sizes (N) and the critical values Dos = 1.36/VN
and DOl = 1.63/VN. *p < .05. tp < .0 I.

both the race and the diffusion models, the parameters
need to change in sensible ways to best account for the
data. The race model gave the smallest lack offit for 2 of
3 participants, indicating again that the race model is
doing as well as or better than the diffusion model for
these data.

Experiment 3
In Experiment 3, the conditions were such that, if any

accumulation process was responsible for the participants'
performance, correct accumulation or drift rates should
decrease as the elements of the stimulus pairs move away
from the fixation point. For the race model, incorrect ac
cumulation rates should also increase as stimulus width
increases. The critical models for these data are those
that are bias constrained. Bias should not need to vary
across experimental conditions to account for the data.

The Race Model
Response time distributions. Unconstrained, appro

priate, and inappropriate fits of the race model are shown
for one typical participant (Participant 6) in Figure 12.
All three race models fit the data well, and it is difficult
to distinguish between the curves on each graph.

The best-fitting parameters and X2 statistics for the
appropriate fits are presented in Table 9. With thresholds
held constant, the correct accumulation rates decreased
as stimulus width increased. The incorrect accumulation
rates either changed very little or increased as stimulus
width increased. Furthermore, the different thresholds
Ko were larger than the same thresholds Ks. This is con
sistent with Krueger's (1978) noisy operator theory; be
cause noise tends to make stimuli appear different, the

different threshold must be elevated to prevent fast, er
roneous different responses. As in previous fits, most of
the X2 statistics are signaling significantly poor fits. How
ever, the Kolmogorov-Smirnoffstatistics (see Table 10)
show few differences between the observed and the the
oretical distribution functions, with the exception ofPar
ticipant 4. Most of the likelihood ratio tests indicated that
the appropriate and inappropriate fits accounted for sig
nificantly less variance than did the unconstrained fits.

Means and accuracies. The parameters recovered
from the fits to the distribution functions were used to
calculate the predicted mean correct and incorrect RTs and
accuracies. These predicted means were plotted against
the observed means, and the result is shown in Figure 13.
As in the previous experiments, the correct RTs are fit
very well by all the models. However, the mean incorrect
RTs are not predicted by any ofthe models; there is no cor
relation between the predicted and the observed mean in
correct RTs (r = .00). As in Experiment 1, but not Ex
periment 2, the accuracies are fit well by the unconstrained
and appropriate models. The inappropriate model failed
to predict accuracies well at all, producing accuracies all
along the range from 0 to 1.

The Diffusion Model
Response time distributions. Unconstrained, appro

priate, and inappropriate fits of the diffusion model are
shown for Participant 6 in Figure 14. Each model fits well,
and it is difficult to discriminate between them. The best
fitting parameters and X2 statistics for the appropriate
fits are presented in Table 11. With the upper boundary
and starting point held constant, the drift rate parameters
for both the different and the same stimulus pairs decreased
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with increasing stimulus width. However, the X2 statistics
indicate significant failures ofthe model for almost every
fit, as well as overall (see Table 2). The Kolmogorov
Smimoffstatistics, on the other hand, show that a few, but
not all, of the fits significantly failed. Likelihood ratio
tests showed that for Participants 2 and 5, the appropriate
and inappropriate fits accounted for significantly more
variance than did the unconstrained fits, but the fits for
all the other participants were worse when the models
were constrained.

Means and accuracies. The parameters recovered
from the fits to the distribution functions were used to cal
culate the predicted mean correct and incorrect RTs and
accuracies. These predicted means were plotted against
the observed means, and the result is shown in Figure 15.
The correct RTs are fit well by all the models, including
the rate-constrained model. As for the race model, there
is little correlation between the predicted and the observed
incorrect RTs for all the models (r = .25). As in all the
previous fits, the diffusion model fails to predict the ac
curacy data.

Comparing the Race and the Diffusion Models
In the fits of the race and diffusion models to the data

from Experiments I and 2, fits were better when param
eters were appropriately constrained than when they
were inappropriately constrained. This was not the case
for all the participants in Experiment 3. The RMS statis
tic was calculated for each model, and these are shown
in Table 5. The RMSs were smaller overall for the race
model than for the diffusion model for each participant.
Although the appropriate race model performed best for
Participants 1,2, and 3, the inappropriate race model per
formed best for Participants 4,5, and 6. However, the in
appropriate race model could not predict the accuracy
data, whereas the appropriate model did quite well in this
respect. This is indicated by the rather large RMSs for
the inappropriate model for Participants 4, 5, and 6, as
compared with the smaller RMSs for the appropriate
model for Participants 1,2, and 3.

For the diffusion model, the fits actually seemed to im
prove under the inappropriate model, as is demonstrated
by the smaller X2 statistics, fewer significant deviations
as indicated by the Kolmogorov-Smimoff statistics, and
smaller RMSs. As in all the previous fits, the diffusion
model failed to predict the accuracy data.
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Summary
In three experiments, conditions were varied so that,

in Experiments 1 and 2, the models should be fit well
through changes in bias parameters alone, whereas in
Experiment 3, the models should be fit well through
changes in the rate parameters alone. In Experiment 1,
the rate-constrained race model fit the data from all 3 par
ticipants in the mixed and blocked conditions well. In
Experiment 2, none of the models achieved satisfactory

0.90.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8
Observed Incorrect RT (in s)
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Figure 9. Predicted probability of a correct response (top
panel), mean correct response times (RTs; middle panel), and
mean incorrect RTs (lower panel) of the unconstrained, appro
priate, and inappropriate race models (dots, open squares and
diamonds, and open triangles, respectively) versus the observed
probability, mean correct RTs, and mean incorrect RTs for each
participant and bias condition of Experiment 2.
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Figure 10. Predicted densities of the unconstrained, appropriate, and inappropriate diffusion models (dotted, solid, and dashed
lines, respectively) and the observed densities (open symbols) for Participant 1 for each bias condition in Experiment 2. Correct
different RTs are presented on the left, and correct same RTs are presented on the right.

fits, suggesting either that the models were inappropri
ate or that changes in strategies across blocks oftrials re
sulted in a mixture ofprocesses with different parameter
values. Despite the poor fits, the models that allowed for
changes in bias gave smaller lack-of-fit measures than
did the models that allowed for changes in rates. For Ex
periment 3, the data from halfof the participants were fit
best by the appropriate race model, and those from the
other half were fit best by the inappropriate race model.

However, the inappropriate model failed to predict the
accuracy data. The diffusion models did not give lack
of-fit measures as small as those given by the race mod
els, except for Participant 3 in Experiment 2.

The purpose of these fits was to demonstrate that the
race model can fit RT data from a choice RT task as well
as the diffusion model can. Overall, with the exception
of the data from Experiment 2, the two models fit the RT
distributions well through variations in parameters that

TableS
Parameter Values and X 2 Statistics of the Appropriate Diffusion Model

for Each Participant (P) in Each Bias Condition of Experiment 2
p

2

3

20 1.354 .800 } { 67.82t
50 1.491 .967 3.288 1.728 .313 .212 35.47t
80 1.381 1.014 20.75
20 1.148 .675 } { 24.66·
50 1.244 .853 3.677 2.159 .626 .248 24.00·
80 1.268 .976 23.85
20 1.859 .836 } { 70.69t
50 1.890 .985 2.793 2.621 .968 .272 71.60t
80 1.818 1.144 140.39t

Note-Significance levels are calculated with 14 degrees of freedom for each level of
bias. .p < .05. tp < .01. lp < .001.
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were generally appropriate to the experimental condi
tions. However, only the race model was able to fit the RTs
from three conditions in each experiment simultaneously
with the accuracies from those conditions.

To determine more precisely the quality of the fits
for the different models, it is important to know what the
fits would look like when the models are correct or in
correct. For instance, what appears to be a lack of fit of
one of the models in a particular condition may, in fact,
be an expected deviation for that model. If, say, fits of a
race model to data derived from a race fail to accommo
date error RTs, owing to small sample sizes or to chance,
the failure of the race model to fit error RTs in the data
from these experiments should be discounted. Further
more, it is important to determine, by fitting the diffu
sion model to data produced by a diffusion, whether the
inability of the diffusion model to fit the accuracy data
is due to the specific procedures used to fit the model or,
even worse, an error in the complex routines that calcu
late probability and the distribution functions. To answer
these questions, the four models examined above (rate
and bias-constrained race and diffusion models) were
simulated, and observations were collected in three "con
ditions" designed to produce changes in mean RT and ac
curacy comparable with those obtained in the present ex
periments. The empirical distributions were estimated in
exactly the same way as those for the experimental data,
and the four models were fit back to the data from the four
simulations, using exactly the same procedures as those de
scribed above.

SIMULATION STUDIES
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Figure 1I. Predicted probability of correct response (top
panel), mean correct response times (RTs; middle panel), and
mean incorrect RTs (lower panel) of the unconstrained, appro
priate, and inappropriate diffusion models (dots, open squares
and diamonds, and open triangles, respectively) versus the ob
served probability, mean correct RTs, and mean incorrect RTs
for each participant, deadline, and condition of Experiment 2.

Four questions have been raised that will be answered
in this section. The first involves the accuracy of the fit
ting routines. Because the objective function did not have
any ofthe nice properties that guarantee unbiased and min
imum variance parameter estimates, we needed to verify
that we could, in fact, recover accurate parameters. The
second question involves the diffusion model's surprising
inability to account for the accuracies in the three exper
iments. By fitting the diffusion model to race and diffu
sion data, we can verify both that the diffusion model can
fit RTs and accuracies simultaneously when it is the cor
rect model and also that when it is fit to the wrong model,
its failure to fit RTs and accuracies simultaneously is di
agnostic ofa general failure ofthe model. The third ques
tion deals with the goodness-of-fit statistics we have
used. OfX2 , Kolmogorov-Smirnoff, and RMS, we need
to determine which, if any, accurately reflect good and
bad fits. We would like for our goodness-of-fit statistic
to diagnose a good fit when the right model is fit to the
data and a bad fit when the wrong model is fit to the data.
Finally, we need to know the extent to which the race
model is able to fit data from a diffusion process, and vice
versa. The extent to which we can distinguish between
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Figure 12. Predicted densities ofthe unconstrained, appropriate, and inappropriate race models (dotted, solid, and dashed
lines, respectively) and the observed quantiles (open symbols) for Participant 6 for each stimulus condition in Experiment 3.
Correct different response times (RTs) are presented on the left, and correct same RTs are presented on the right.

them determines how hard we should try to verify that
one or the other is true.

Two race and two diffusion models were simulated in
three conditions. The bias parameters ofone race and one
diffusion model increased across conditions, and the rate
parameters of the other race and diffusion models de
creased across conditions. The parameter values used for
the bias- and rate-constrained simulations are shown in
Tables 12A and 128. For each condition, 800 trials were
performed, resulting in sample sizes that were compara
ble with those obtained from each participant in Experi
ment I. These four simulations should be viewed as data
from four different experiments. Two ofthe experiments
(I and 3) required shifts in thresholds, and the other two
(2 and 4) required shifts in rates across conditions.

For the rate-constrained models, accuracy and RT in
creased as "condition" increased. This is comparable
with the effects observed with an increasing response
deadline in Experiment I. For the bias-constrained mod
els, accuracy decreased with increasing RTs as condition
increased. This is similar to the effects observed in Exper
iment 3 as stimulus width increased. The bias-constrained
diffusion model had RTs that were much longer and vari
able than any observed in the experiments and any ob-

served for the other models (see Figure 19). This is a re
sult of the parameters that were chosen for this model.
This difference is important because it will provide a
challenge for the other models to fit.

Unconstrained, rate-constrained, and bias-constrained
fits of the race model and the diffusion model to each
simulation are presented in Figures 16-19. Each figure
shows the fits of the six models to one simulation. The
rate-constrained and bias-constrained race simulations are
presented in Figures 16 and 17, respectively, and the rate
constrained and bias-constrained diffusion simulations
are presented in Figures 18 and 19, respectively. Panel A
ofeach figure shows the fits of the race models to the dif
ferent and same responses, and panel B shows the fits of
the diffusion models to the different and same responses.
Fits ofthe appropriate and inappropriate models are shown
as solid and dashed lines, respectively. The unconstrained
fits are shown as dotted lines.

From Figures 16 and 17, it appears that both the ap
propriate rate-constrained and the inappropriate bias
constrained race models fit the data from the rate
constrained race simulations well. The diffusion models
did not fit as well, although some of the fits are very
close. For the bias-constrained race simulations, the ap-
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Table 9
Parameter Values and X 2 Statistics of the Appropriate Race Model

for Each Participant (P) for Each Visual Angle of Experiment 3
p Width Ko K s Aoo Aos Ass Aso Ter X2

1 1.5 } { 40.72 6.33 23.19 13.80 } { 38.84t
5.3 9 4 39.76 5.74 16.04 18.38 .320 17.00
9.5 34.37 5.57 13.87 19.92 32.78t

2 1.5 } { 50.30 5.23 28.77 23.01 } { 16.72
5.3 10 4 47.82 6.04 17.99 20.72 .374 24.10*
9.5 42.22 4.84 15.64 22.39 38.14t

3 l.5} { 32.20 1.66 15.03 14.04 } { 28.53t
5.3 5 2 25.74 1.76 9.78 13.19 .420 51.68t
9.5 24.83 1.83 8.07 12.11 26.05*

4 l.5} { 32.95 4.47 36.59 1.40 } { 44.97t
5.3 7 9 32.51 3.02 29.39 13.82 .313 66.99t
9.5 28.73 22.34 26.25 16.93 49.30t

5
1.5 } { 38.91 5.77 20.66 5.14 } { 30.00t
5.3 10 4 36.92 6.63 15.44 21.52 .374 55.35t
9.5 33.92 7.06 14.17 22.47 31.91 t

6 1.5 } { 38.91 11.86 29.89 4.00 } { 28.10t
5.3 9 6 36.29 13.12 23.05 20.78 .302 30.94t
9.5 35.71 16.57 19.96 25.16 23.37*

Note-Significance levels are calculated with 13 degrees of freedom for each visual angle. *p < .05.
tp < .01. Ip < .001.

propriate bias-constrained race model fit, whereas the
inappropriate rate-constrained race model did not. When
the diffusion models were fit to the bias-constrained race
simulations, the inappropriate rate-constrained model fit
well, but not the appropriate bias-constrained model.

From Figures 18 and 19, it appears that for the rate
constrained diffusion simulations, only the appropriate
rate-constrained diffusion model fit well, although the
inappropriate bias-constrained race model did not do too
badly. For the bias-constrained diffusion simulations, the
appropriate bias-constrained and unconstrained race
model fits are poor. The shape of the fitted race model is
an exponential, in comparison with the nonmonotonic and
unimodal density ofthe diffusion model. Both the appro
priate and the inappropriate diffusion models fit well.

Do the Fitting Routines Accurately Recover
the Parameters of the Model?

The best-fitting parameters recovered for the models
are given in Tables 13 and 14 for the race and diffusion
model fits, respectively. The parameters recovered for the
appropriate models are not exactly equal to those used
for the simulations, but they are quite close. This varia
tion from the true parameter values occurs because the
model is trying to fit random fluctuations in the data and
succeeds. Because the models have only been fit to a sin
gle simulation, we cannot determine the degree or extent
of bias in the recovered parameters. However, it is clear
that the routines we used can find best-fitting parameters
that are very close to the true parameters for the race and
diffusion models.

Can the Diffusion Model Account for
Response Times and Accuracies Simultaneously?

The parameters given in Tables 13 and 14 were used
to compute the predicted accuracies and correct and in-

correct RTs for the race and diffusion models. These pre
dictions were plotted against the observed values, and
the results are shown in Figure 20. The figure shows the
predictions generated for the race and the diffusion
model fits in the left and right panels, respectively. Each
fit is identified by whether or not the model is correct
(e.g., race fit to race) or incorrect (e.g., race fit to diffu
sion) and appropriate (e.g., rate-constrained fit to rate
constrained) or inappropriate (e.g., rate-constrained fit
to bias-constrained). So, for example, the points marked
by circles (incorrect, inappropriate) on the left panel
show the predictions of the rate-constrained and bias
constrained race models for the bias-constrained and
rate-constrained diffusion data, respectively. The open
circles in the right panel mark the corresponding predic
tions of the diffusion model for the race data.

The critical plot is in the upper right. The most impor
tant thing to note from this figure is the fits of the cor
rect, appropriate diffusion model to the diffusion data
(diamonds). The diffusion fits recovered the accuracy si
multaneously with the RT distributions. Furthermore,
the incorrect fits ofthe diffusion models (circles and tri
angles) to the race data produced predicted accuracies
that were near 1 for every fit of the diffusion model to the
race data. The inappropriate diffusion model (squares) also
had trouble accounting for accuracy. Therefore, we can
conclude that the diffusion model is able to account for
RTs and accuracies simultaneously and that its failure to
do so for our experiments is indicative ofa more general
failure of the diffusion model for these matching data.

The recovered parameters were also used to compute
the predicted mean correct and incorrect RTs, and these
are plotted against the observed mean correct and incor
rect RTs. For the race and diffusion model fits in the cen
ter left and right panels, the mean correct RTs were re
covered well for all simulations. However, both the race
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Table 10
Kolmogorov-Smirnoff Statistics and Significance Levels for the Unconstrained (Unc),
Appropriate Bias-Constrained (App), and Inappropriate Rate-Constrained (Inapp)

Race and Diffusion Model Fits for Each Participant (P) in Experiment 3

Race Model Diffusion Model

P Width Pair N Unc App Inapp Unc App Inapp

1 1.5 Different 506 0.0515 0.0512 0.0824t .0464 .0315 .0609*
Same 507 0.0408 0.0368 0.0611* .0394 .0392 .0550

5.3 Different 504 0.0384 0.0382 0.0624* .0348 .0468 .0469
Same 463 0.0331 0.0413 0.0478 .0292 .0335 .0391

9.5 Different 491 0.0340 0.0463 0.0372 .0415 .0362 .0489
Same 452 0.0515 0.0353 0.0349 .0578 .0711 * .0378

2 1.5 Different 528 0.0236 0.0251 0.0313 .0471 .0421 .0341
Same 515 0.0326 0.0441 0.0621 * .0312 .0428 .0504

5.3 Different 518 0.0454 0.0533 0.0506 .0382 .0588 .0646*
Same 492 0.0405 0.0305 0.0365 .0721 .0341 .0409

9.5 Different 498 0.0424 0.0661* 0.0602 .0874 .0646* .0477
Same 462 0.0287 0.0466 0.0489 .0289 .0312 .0253

3 1.5 Different 531 0.0336 0.0372 0.0861t .0567 .0559 .0671 *
Same 496 0.0381 0.0610 0.0635* .0789t .0901t .0596

5.3 Different 507 0.0734t 0.0714* 0.0853t .0722* .0558 .0689*
Same 433 0.0362 0.0366 0.0868t .0381 .0610 .0386

9.5 Different 499 0.0470 0.0552 0.0410 .0495 .0541 .0343
Same 427 0.0258 0.0329 0.0696* .0235 .0532 .0336

4 1.5 Different 526 0.0288 0.0345 0.0537 .0282 .0538 .0421
Same 495 0.0248 0.0604 0.0702* .0264 .0529 .0551

5.3 Different 503 0.0560 0.0752t 0.0797t .0469 .0742t .0368
Same 474 0.0359 0.0848t 0.1112t .0378 .0980t .0745*

9.5 Different 445 0.0425 0.0519 0.0586 .0414 .0408 .0392
Same 357 0.0527 0.0709 0.0578 .0455 .1027t .0606

5 1.5 Different 495 0.0373 0.0347 0.0456 .0517 .0358 .0430
Same 516 0.0452 0.0552 0.0488 .0484 .0700* .0468

5.3 Different 466 0.0589 0.0621 0.0456 .0482 .0411 .0406
Same 473 0.0303 0.0283 0.0451 .0383 .0354 .0356

9.5 Different 444 0.0367 0.0408 0.0516 .0599 .0371 .0385
Same 459 0.0320 0.0516 0.0466 .0263 .0510 .0317

6 1.5 Different 505 0.0410 0.0502 0.0482 .0582 .0406 .0646*
Same 501 0.0279 0.0408 0.0332 .0363 .0572 .0381

5.3 Different 451 0.0390 0.0572 0.0773t .0295 .0495 .0471
Same 464 0.0303 0.0346 0.0270 .0365 .0332 .0249

9.5 Different 389 0.0289 0.0339 0.0566 .0301 .0413 .0330
Same 362 0.0299 0.0648 0.0420 .0352 .0751 * .0427

Note-Significance levels are calculated from the sample sizes (N) and the critical values D 05 = 1.36/VN
and DOl = 1.63/VN. *p < .05. tp < .01.

and the diffusion fits tended to underestimate slow mean
incorrect RTs from the diffusion simulation, regardless
of whether or not they were fit by the diffusion model.
This finding suggests two things. First, the fitting proce
dure cannot necessarily recover the mean incorrect RTs,
even when the model is exactly right. Second, because
the models consistently overestimated the incorrect RTs
from the experimental data, the fast incorrect RTs ob
served in the experiments may be due to a different pro
cess, such as fast guessing, rather than to a misspecified
accumulator model.

Which Goodness-of-Fit Statistics
Accurately Diagnose the Correct Model?

The overall X2 statistics for each fit are given in Table 2,
and the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff statistics are given in
Table IS. The X2 statistics generally mirror the results
obtained by looking at Figures 16-19. According to the
X2 statistics, when a correct and appropriate model was

fit to the simulated data, it fit well. However, other fits
were also good. The unconstrained race and diffusion
models seemed to fit all four simulations well. The inap
propriate bias-constrained race model fit the rate
constrained race simulation (I), and the inappropriate
rate-constrained race model fit the bias-constrained race
simulation (2). The incorrect bias-constrained race model
also fit the bias-constrained diffusion simulation (4).
The rate-constrained diffusion model fit all four simula
tions well, and the inappropriate (and incorrect) bias
constrained diffusion model fit the rate-constrained race
well. Likelihood ratio tests were performed for these fits
in the same way as for the experimental data. In general,
only when the correct model was fit to the simulated data
was there no significant decrement in fit for the con
strained models. The other fits (with the exception ofthat
of the rate-constrained diffusion model to the bias
constrained race simulation) showed significantly less
variance accounted for by the constrained fits.
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The X2 statistics do not generally distinguish between
correct and incorrect fits, although all the significant X2

statistics were associated with incorrect or inappropriate
models (a perfect correct rejection rate). Examining the
Kolmogorov-Smirnoff statistics next leads to very sim
ilar conclusions as those for the X2 statistics. However,
the KolmogoTOv-Smirnoff statistics show that the bias
constrained diffusion model had significant problems fit
ting the rate-constrained race simulation. Also, the rate
constrained diffusion model had slight difficulty fitting
the rate-constrained race simulation.

The X2 and Kolmogorov-Smirnoffgoodness-of-fit sta
tistics are consistent but ambiguous. The rate-constrained
race model is well fit by three ofthe four models (not con
sidering the unconstrained fits); the bias-constrained race
model is well fit by two ofthe models; the rate-constrained
diffusion simulation is well fit only by the rate-constrained
diffusion model; and the bias-constrained diffusion model
is well fit by three of the models. Fortunately, the RMS
statistic (Table 5) clears the situation up a bit. For the race
simulations (1 and 2), it is clear that the best-fitting model
for each is the appropriately constrained race model.
Similarly, the best-fitting model for the rate-constrained
diffusion simulation (3) is the rate-constrained diffusion
modeL The bias-constrained diffusion simulation (4) is fit
best by the bias-constrained diffusion model, although the
bias-constrained race model also has a very low (one stan
dard error's difference) RMS. In examining the density
functions produced by the race model, however, it is clear
that the fits are poor; the bias-constrained race model is
an exponential density that fits the tails quite well but
cannot accommodate the leading edge of the curve.

In sum, the X2 and Kolmogorov-Smirnoffstatistics were
very similar, although the Kolmogorov-Smirnoff de
tected some differences that the X2 did not. (Note that the
Kolmogorov-Smirnoff test does not suffer from lack -of
power in this case, because the parameters of the models
are known.) Usually the X2 statistic tends to reject mod
els that are correct, especially when the sample sizes are
large, rather than fail to reject inappropriate models. Van
Zandt (in press-a) examined the behavior of the X2 sta
tistic for a large number of simulated fits of different
models, including the diffusion and the race models. She
showed that, for fits to the distributions from a single ex
perimental condition, the diffusion model yielded sig
nificant (p < .05) X2 statistics between 7% and 11 % of
the time (for sample sizes between 500 and 1,000), and
the race model yielded significant X2 statistics between
45% and 49% of the time. Our results are not as bad, be
cause the models were constrained by three experimen
tal conditions. This allowed for far more accurate pa
rameter estimation (especially for the race model) than
can be obtained from a single condition.

The best diagnostic of fit is the RMS statistic. The
smallest RMS statistic for each fit was given by the cor
rect fit. In the one situation in which the RMS statistic
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Figure 13. Predicted probability of a correct response (top
panel), mean correct response times (RTs; middle panel), and
mean incorrect RTs Oower panel) of the unconstrained, appro
priate, and inappropriate race models (dots, open squares and
diamonds, and open triangles, respectively) versus the observed
probability, mean correct RTs, and mean incorrect RTs for each
participant and stimulus condition of Experiment 3.
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Figure 14. Predicted densities of the unconstrained, appropriate, and inappropriate diffusion models (dotted, solid, and
dashed lines, respectively) and the observed quantiles (open symbols) for Participant 6 for each stimulus condition in Experi-
ment 3. Correct different response times (RTs) are presented on the left, and correct same RTs are presented on the right.

could be argued to be ambiguous, the alternative model
was clearly wrong. The RMS statistic took into account
the simultaneous fit to accuracy and RT, and so the poor
recovery ofaccuracy data by inappropriate models helped
distinguish between the fits.

expected to fit both the RT and the accuracy data simul
taneously, and goodness of fit was penalized to the ex
tent that the models failed to do this. The information
provided by these criteria, together with an application of
the principle of correspondent change, uniquely identi
fies the correct model for each simulation.

To What Extent Can the Race Model
Mimic the Diffusion Model and Vice Versa?

As we have noted, there is some potential ambiguity
between the race and the diffusion models. When all the
parameters are free to vary, the race model can mimic the
diffusion model, and vice versa. Examining the density
functions, it appears that the rate- and bias-constrained
diffusion models can mimic the rate- and bias-constrained
race models (Figures 16B and 17B) and that the bias
constrained race model can mimic the rate-constrained
diffusion model (Figure 18A). However, we have dem
onstrated that we can disambiguate between these mod
els by considering a number of sources of information
simultaneously. First, the models were fit to a number of
experimental conditions, and the parameters of the mod
els were constrained by those conditions. Second, a
number of different goodness-of-fit statistics were used
to discriminate among the fits. Third, the models were

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The race model and the diffusion model were compared
across three experiments. In the experiments, the partic
ipants performed a perceptual matching task under a
number of conditions designed to influence particular
parameters ofeach model. In Experiment I, same and dif
ferent responses were made under three deadlines, which
should have induced the participants to change response
thresholds. In one condition, the different deadlines were
presented within the same block of trials, which should
have prevented the participants from changing response
thresholds. In Experiment 2, the probabilities ofsame and
different stimulus pairs varied across blocks of trials,
which also should have induced the participants to change
response thresholds. In Experiment 3, stimulus pairs
were presented at one ofthree angles ofseparation, which
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Table 11
Parameter Values and X2 Statistics of the Appropriate Diffusion Model

for Each Participant (P) for Each Visual Angle of Experiment 3

P Width a z ~D ~s 11 Ter X2

I 1.5 } 3.394 2.628 { 39.60t
5.3 1.716 1.040 3.326 2.170 .475 .224 16.27
9.5 3.026 2.008 34.29t

2
1.5}

3.108 2.747 { 21.67
5.3 1.956 1.127 3.027 2.242 .172 .206 32.77t
9.5 2.817 2.120 31.18t

3
1.5}

3.577 3.619 { 96.4°t
5.3 1.605 .866 3.143 3.143 .829 .323 67.09t
9.5 3.095 2.813 39.57t

4
1.5}

2.665 2.507 { 39.90t
5.3 1.785 .879 2.644 2.226 .245 .194 89.92t
9.5 2.575 2.173 58.5°t

5 1.5} 2.787 2.215 { 38.52t
5.3 1.696 1.018 2.746 1.982 .284 .257 53.71t
9.5 2.576 1.888 29.56t

6 1.5 3.132 2.816 { .35.59t
5.3 1.947 1.062 3.031 2.528 346 .184 23.35
9.5 3.070 2.441 34.54t

Note--Significance levels are calculated with 14 degrees of freedom for each visual
angle. *p< .05. tp < .01. tp < .001.

should have changed the rates at which information could
accumulate toward alternative responses.

Both the race and the diffusion models fit the RT data
for Experiment 1. Most important, the fits of the models
to the data when the rates were constrained across the
three deadline conditions were good and were at least as
good as the fits ofthe model when the rates were allowed
to vary. When deadlines were intermixed within blocks
of trials, a single set ofparameters successfully fit all six
RT distributions across the three deadlines. When the fits
to accuracy and distributions were considered together,
the (appropriate) rate-constrained race model fit the data
best. The diffusion model, because it could not predict
the accuracy data, did not fit the data as well as did the
race model.

Both the race and the diffusion models fit the RT data
well for Experiment 3. Most important, for most of the
participants, the fits of the models to the RT distributions
were better when the rates varied across stimulus condi
tions than when response thresholds varied. When the
fits to accuracy and distributions were considered to
gether, the data from halfofthe participants were fit bet
ter when rates were constrained and thresholds varied.
This was because the fits were penalized by the models'
inability to fit accuracy. Overall, the race model fit the
data better than the diffusion model, again because of the
diffusion model's problems with the accuracy data.

Neither model fit the RT data well for Experiment 2.
Part ofthe problem with these data may be the fact that the
RT distributions (for the same responses) crossed in dif
ferent conditions. Neither model seemed able to predict
crossed RT distributions with the constraints imposed on
the parameters. One possible reason for the models' fail-

ure with these data is the fact that the different bias con
ditions were presented in different blocks of trials. This
could have allowed the participants to engage different
strategies under different conditions, resulting in a mix
ture of processes with different parameters across condi
tions. Such a mixture also could result solely as a conse
quence ofthe differing numbers ofsame and different trial
repetitions across the blocks, since the repetition ofevents
(such as the complete repetition ofa same pair or the rep
etition of a same response) likely contributes to changes
in accumulation rates across trials (see, e.g., Hommel,
I998}-a process similar to priming. Consistent with this
notion, fits were poor when either the threshold or the rate
parameters were held constant but improved when both
were free to vary. Despite the poorer fits ofthe constrained
models, the appropriate models showed smaller lack-of
fit statistics than did the inappropriate models.

To get a better idea of the ways in which the models fail
and to determine how flexible the models are, a simulation
study was conducted. The two models were simulated
under conditions that mimicked those of Experiments I
and 3. The threshold parameters varied for conditions in
Experiment I, and the rate parameters varied for condi
tions in Experiment 3. The race models, when fit to the
simulated race data, recovered the original parameters of
the simulation fairly accurately. The rate-constrained race
model fit only the simulated rate-constrained race data.
The bias-constrained race model not only fit the simulated
race data, but also seemed to fit the bias-constrained dif
fusion simulation. However, even though the goodness
of-fit statistics were small, close inspection of the densi
ties showed that the race model failed to fit the diffusion
simulation.
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Table 12A
Parameter Values Used to Simulate the

Rate-Constrained and Bias-Constrained Race and Model

Model Condition Ko Ks ADD ADS Ass ?.so Ter

Race/rate 1 5
5 }2 7 ~ . 45.63 16.05 52.25 20.35 .275

3 9
Race/bias

i}
{ 33.00 9.00 37.00 12.00}

8 8 31.00 15.00 30.00 16.00 .275
29.00 22.00 26.00 17.00

The appropriate diffusion models fit the simulated dif
fusion RTs well, and fairly accurate parameters were re
covered. The rate-constrained diffusion model fit even the
simulated race RTs, whereas the bias-constrained diffu
sion fit model only the simulated bias-constrained diffu
sion RTs. Therefore, the models are quite flexible; for
example, the diffusion model can account for RTs simu
lated by a race model if the parameters of the diffusion
model are allowed to vary. Similarly, the race model can
account for RTs simulated by a diffusion model if the pa
rameters are allowed to vary. However, when the fits are
attempted over a number ofexperimental conditions, the
extent of the models' flexibility decreases. Accounting
for both RT and accuracy also raised problems for mis
specified models.

A striking feature of the fits to the data from the ex
periments was the inability of the diffusion model to ac
count for both RT and accuracy. The misspecified models
in the simulation studies also failed to recover the accu
racy. The major purpose of the simulation studies was to
determine that accurate parameters could be recovered
for these models and that the fits ofthe models could re
produce the simulated RTs and accuracies. Therefore,
the inability of the diffusion model to recover the accu
racies observed in the experiments was not due to any of
the routines or algorithms we chose to fit the models.
This suggests that the diffusion model may not be ap
propriate for our matching data.

The purpose of the present study was to demonstrate
that the race model should be given consideration equal
to that for the diffusion model. By showing that the race
model can fit RT and accuracy data at least as well as the
diffusion model and that the race model can do so by ap
propriate changes in bias and rate parameters, we have
accomplished this goal.
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Table 12B
Parameter Values Used to Simulate the

Rate-Constrained and Bias-Constrained Diffusion Model

Model Condition a z go gs 11
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Figure 15. Predicted probability ofa correct response (top panel),
mean correct response times (RTs; middle panel), and mean in
correct RTs (lower panel) ofthe unconstrained, appropriate, and
inappropriate diffusion models (dots, open squares and dia
monds, and open triangles, respectively) versus the observed
probability, mean correct RTs, and mean incorrect RTs for each
participant and stimulus condition of Experiment 3.
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Figure 16. Predicted densities ofthe unconstrained, appropriate, and inappropriate race (A) and diffusion (B) models (dot-
ted, solid, and dashed lines, respectively) and the observed densities (open symbols) for the simulation ofthe rate-constrained
race model. Correct difj'erent response times (RTs) are presented on the left, and correct same RTs are presented on the right.
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Figure 17. Predicted densities of the unconstrained, appropriate, and inappropriate race (A) and diffusion (8) models (dot-
ted, solid, and dashed lines, respectively) and the observed densities (open symbols) for the simulation ofthe bias-constrained
race model. Correct different response times (RTs) are presented on the left, and correct same RTs are presented on the
right.
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Table 13
Parameter Values and X2 Statistics of the Unconstrained, Rate-, and

Bias-Constrained Race Model Fits to Each Condition for Each Simulation

Model Condition KD Ks ADD ADS Ass AsD Ter X2

Unconstrained
Race/rate I 6 6 51.49 21.58 58.37 22.49 .268 17.52

2 7 7 45.33 16.47 51.62 20.72 .275 12.75
3 11 11 50.74 18.19 55.89 24.91 .252 4.72

Race/bias 1 10 11 36.16 16.53 44.26 6.11 .241 11.35
2 8 8 30.65 14.64 29.69 15.86 .275 18.51
3 5 6 19.85 17.52 21.83 10.71 .309 7.08

Diffusion/rate 1 1 1 5.30 1.25 5.73 1.44 .186 14.22
2 1 1 2.60 0.31 2.78 0.27 .246 12.90
3 1 1 1.92 0.10 1.91 0.13 .320 19.37

Diffusion/bias 1 1 1 1.80 0.13 1.83 0.11 .310 14.26
2 1 1 1.44 0.23 1.45 0.21 .343 13.14
3 1 1 0.86 0.35 1.01 0.32 .322 11.54

Rate constrained
Race/rate 1 5 n { 19.13

2 7 46.26 15.87 52.36 20.30 .277 13.22
3 9 7.37

Race/bias 1 6 n { 112.62:1:
2 7 32.67 4.86 30.33 15.03 .306 36.68:1:
3 8 136.91:1:

Diffusion/rate 1 1 n { 13.77
2 2 4.91 0.60 4.95 0.86 .181 54.10:1:
3 3 161.30:1:

Diffusion/bias 1 2 n { 156.48:1:
2 2 2.60 0.00 2.66 0.00 .185 72.82:1:
3 2 157.86:1:

Bias constrained
Race/rate

i}
{ 76.95 34.55 85.61 9.18 } { 21.38

11 11 58.09 24.95 64.42 31.63 .239 14.16
47.38 21.62 51.99 26.12 9.42

Race/bias

i}
{ 30.06 10.13 33.81 10.97 } { 12.85

7 7 27.73 12.92 26.85 14.09 .286 19.54
26.27 19.35 23.42 14.90 9.16

Diffusion/rate

i}
{ 10.08 3.32 10.60 3.82 } { 77.67:1:

2 2 4.47 0.98 4.71 0.88 .160 58.45:1:
3.04 0.44 3.03 0.57 44.03:1:

Diffusion/bias

i} {
1.84 0.13 1.87 0.11 } { 18.65

1 1.39 0.23 1.40 0.20 .319 26.31*
0.87 0.35 1.01 0.32 11.81

Note-Significance levels for unconstrained fits are calculated with 11 degrees of freedom for each condition.
For rate-constrained fits, there are 14 degrees of freedom for each condition, and for bias-constrained fits,
there are 13 degrees of freedom for each condition. *p < .05. tp < .01. tp < .001.

Is There a "Correct" Model?
An obvious question that could be asked at this point

is whether these results indicate that the race model or
the diffusion model is more appropriate for these data.
That is, is one model true and the other false? Both mod
els are very powerful and can accommodate a wide range
of data. Both models fit the data from several experi
mental conditions with appropriate changes in param
eters. It could be argued that the mechanisms underlying
both models are used in different circumstances. The dif
fusion model with upper and lower response boundaries
is mathematically equivalent to a race between two cor
related diffusions with single response boundaries. One
possibility is that observers can switch between a strat
egy ofmonitoring the difference between two counters (a
random walk or diffusion process) and one of monitor
ing the absolute levels of each counter (a race process),

depending on the task requirements or the capacity avail
able to perform the task.

One reason why this question cannot be answered at
present is that both of the models fit the RT data to a sta
tistically acceptable level (in different conditions), and
trying to distinguish between them on the basis ofgood
ness offit puts too heavy an emphasis on statistical analy
ses in the model-selection process. As was clearly dis
cussed by Roberts and Pashler (in press), the fact that a
model can be made to fit a set of data is not strong evi
dence for that model. Demonstrating that a model fits
data does not show what the model cannot do, says noth
ing about whether the variability ofthe data would allow
the model to be ruled out, and does not show whether the
model could have fit a different pattern of data. Further
more, the fact that one model can be fit to the data does
not exclude the possibility that other, quite different
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Table 14
Parameter Values and X2 Statistics ofthe Unconstrained, Rate-, and

Bias-Constrained Diffusion Model for Each Simulation in Each Condition

Model Condition a z gD gs 1) TeT X2

Unconstrained
Race/rate I .968 .494 2.957 3.072 .068 .213 17.51

2 1.378 .689 2.782 3.045 .018 .179 10.77
3 1.664 .910 3.427 3.072 .454 .200 17.71

Race/bias I 2.203 1.143 2.579 2.560 .040 .072 12.25
2 2.338 1.158 2.510 2.521 .032 .064 18.33
3 2.143 1.032 2.688 2.639 .324 .132 6.86

Diffusion/rate I .298 .145 .480 .632 .308 .151 8.27
2 .486 .239 .442 .512 .183 .158 12.96
3 .616 .299 .398 .438 .046 .175 10.66

Diffusion/bias I .623 .309 .395 .412 .074 .163 10.14
2 .643 .319 .334 .344 .173 .185 17.74
3 .635 .318 .132 .181 .010 .161 15.26

Rate constrained
Race/rate I .863 .432 } - { 27.58*

2 1.089 .547 2.657 2.901 .154 .220 17.23
3 1.305 .653 21.98

Race/bias 1 1.362 .711 } { 19.03
2 1.471 .735 2.175 2.136 .010 .188 20.52
3 1.501 .719 13.64

Diffuse/rate I .285 .141 } { 11.36
2 .489 .240 .444 .508 .105 .154 13.38
3 .673 .324 11.94

Diffuse/bias I .526 .262} { .10.03
2 .577 .285 037 .116 .188 .191 19.31
3 .624 .314 29.51t

Bias/constrained
Race/rate U { 3.750 3.704 } { 32.39t

1.501 .779 3.071 3.092 .109 .172 19.04
2.641 2.638 13.33

Race/bias n { 3.255 2.849 } { 48.98+
1.995 !.l00 3.153 2.510 .427 .171 49.38+

3.237 2.356 36.6It
Diffusion/rate

U { 1.374 1.493 } { 62.71+
.596 .292 .574 .657 .329 .108 28.66*

.007 .022 95.67+
Diffusion/bias n { 435 .446 } { 13.20

.644 .320 .322 .325 .117 .164 20.33
.137 .198 16.50

Note-Significance levels for unconstrained fits are calculated with 12 degrees of
freedom for each condition, and for rate- and bias-constrained fits there are 14 degrees
of freedom for each condition. *p< .05. tp < .01. tp < .001.

models could also be fit to the same data (Van Zandt &
Ratcliff, 1995). One way to distinguish between models
is by setting up experimental conditions in which one
model predicts a different pattern ofresults than does an
other and collecting data. Several theoretical findings
(Dzhafarov, 1993; Marley & Colonius, 1992; Townsend,
1976) suggest, however, that it may be difficult or im
possible to find experimental conditions by which to dis
tinguish between the race and random walk classes of
models.

Therefore, it may be inappropriate to ask which model
is correct. Both models form frameworks within which
hypotheses about response selection mechanisms can be
devised and tested. In this capacity, both models allow
for a clarity of certain ideas and predictions that verbal
theorizing alone cannot. If either ofthe models is as pow
erful and wide-reaching as the other, the reasons for se-

lecting one over the other mustcome down to ease ofuse.
On this basis, the race model is clearly superior to the dif
fusion process. The expressions for fitting and simulat
ing the race model are far more tractable than those of
the diffusion model, even if the drift parameter ofthe dif
fusion is a constant rather than a normally distributed ran
dom variable. It was much easier to fit and simulate the
race models than it was to fit and simulate the diffusion
models.

It may be possible to distinguish between the two types
ofmodels on the basis ofother data, such as response con
fidence judgments (Smith & Vickers, 1988; Van Zandt,
in press-b; Vickers, 1979; Vickers, Caudrey, & Willson,
1971) or double responses, where the observer attempts
to "undo" the already executed response by executing the
other response (St. James & Eriksen, 1992). For the race
model, both response confidence and the execution of a
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Table IS
Kolmogorov-Smimoff Statistics and Significance Levels for the Unconstrained (Unc),

Rate-, and Bias-Constrained Race and Diffusion Model Fits for Each Simulation

Race Diffusion

Model Condition Pair N Vne Rate Bias Vnc Rate Bias

I. Race/rate Different 750 .0253 .0334 .0257 .0219 .0500* .0726t
Same 744 .0369 .0312 .0422 .0325 .0334 .0829t

2 Different 778 .0142 .0202 .0187 .0626t .0233 .0588t
Same 759 .0184 .0217 .0214 .0445 .0256 .0469

3 Different 789 .0192 .0256 .0304 .0564* .0326 .0546*
Same 774 .0111 .0201 .0259 .0644t .0521* .0622t

2. Race/bias Different 793 .0320 .1673t .0354 .0425 .0369 .0680t
Same 784 .0216 .0339 .0167 .0388 .0263 .0414

2 Different 744 .0242 .0545* .0299 .0455 .0268 .0636t
Same 709 .0174 .0407 .0219 .0583* .0172 .0623t

3 Different 559 .0329 .I737t .0297 .0637* .0227 .0535
Same 635 .0188 .0511 .0156 .0407 .0305 .0674t

3. Diffusion/rate Different 647 .0325 .0722t .0742t .0214 .0269 .0594*
Same 639 .0423 .0887t .0739t .0308 .0372 .0637t

2 Different 715 .0517* .0571* .0473 .0207 .0209 .0372
Same 728 .0409 .0633t .0433 .0235 .0246 .0507*

3 Different 759 .0433 .0921t .0507* .0165 .0226 .0854t
Same 750 .0392 .07 lOt .0662t .0228 .0230 .0873t

4. Diffusion/bias Different 748 .0415 .1381t .0495 .0170 .0226 .0205
Same 754 .0292 .1393t .0385 .0220 .0171 .0244

2 Different 688 .0407 .0715t .0319 .0250 .0191 .0210
Same 700 .0445 .0634t .0430 .0188 .0237 .0226

3 Different 570 .0264 .Ioolt .0330 .0286 .0399 .0334
Same 606 .0281 .0736t .0264 .0324 .0337 .0307

Note-Significance levels are calculated from the sample sizes (N) and the critical values Dos = 1.36/VN
and 0.01 = 1.63/VN. *p < .05. tp < .01.

double response are assumed to depend on the relative
difference between the levels of activation on the two
counters. If this difference is very small, response con
fidence will be small. Furthermore, ifthe system does not
shut down completely after one threshold is exceeded,
the likelihood of both counters exceeding their thresh
olds at nearly the same time will be high when the relative
difference between them is small, resulting in a double re
sponse. The random walk models cannot account for such
data without modification, because the relative differ
ence between the perfectly correlated counters is always
the same on every response.

The race model has been criticized on several grounds,
one being how it handles error RTs, and the other being
the behavior of the model as thresholds are increased. It
is true that if the rates are equal for the two stimulus
types (same and different-i.e., ADD = Ass and ADS =
Aso), error RTs must always be slower than correct RTs
(Smith & Vickers, 1988; Townsend & Ashby, 1983). Be
cause these conditions did not hold for the fits ofthe model
presented here, this criticism is unwarranted (Townsend
& Ashby, 1983). Furthermore, as is shown in most of the
plots of observed versus predicted mean RT, there are
many predicted and observed mean incorrect RTs that are
less than the predicted and observed mean correct RTs.

It is also true that as the threshold increases for a par
ticular counter, more and more exponential deviates are
added to the total response time. Therefore, the finishing
time for the counter tends to be normally distributed.

However, the observed RT is the minimum of two ran
dom variables that are, as both thresholds become large,
normally distributed. The minimum of two normals is
not normally distributed, even in the limit. The criticism
that the race model must predict normally distributed
RTs, therefore, is also unwarranted. But the minimum
distribution of two normal random variables does not
necessarily predict the extent of skewness observed in
the data. The skewness ofthe distribution depends on the
degree ofoverlap between the two distributions. Ifthe two
normal distributions are separated by several standard
deviations, the skew will be small, and the minimum dis
tribution will take the shape of the normal distribution
with the smallest mean. Therefore, the race model may
have difficulty in the limit with skew. It may also be ap
propriate to assume that thresholds do not become very
large, because of capacity limitations or time pressure
when speed is an issue. Under this assumption, the nor
mality problem will not arise.

What Happened to the Diffusion Model?
An unexpected problem arose with the fits of the diffu

sion model. Although the diffusion model fit the RT dis
tributions very well, probably better than the race model
did, it could not simultaneously account for accuracy. This
is in contrast to other good fits of the diffusion model to
both RTs and accuracy (Ratcliff, 1978, 1981, 1985; Rat
cliff et aI., 1999). However, in other applications of the
diffusion model, rarely have any goodness-of-fit criteria
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been applied to the RT fits. It is possible that in these other
applications, ifthe X2 or Kolmogorov- Smirnoffstatistics
were computed, they would show significant failures of
the diffusion model to fit the RTs. Fits by eye, showing that
the predicted and the observed curves are generally consis
tent with each other, do not guarantee that significant dif
ferences do not exist between the curves. Therefore, this
project is one ofthe first times that such measurements have
been taken ofthe diffusion model (cf. Ratcliffet aI., 1999).
It is also possible that the diffusion model simply has trou
ble with perceptual matching data. The conditions of the
task may be such that the race process was the best way to
characterize task performance, perhaps because ofthe si
multaneous presentation of the elements of the pair or the
fact that only two elements were compared, rather than a
more complicated letter string. Empirical work is required
to determine whether this is the case.

One handicap faced by the diffusion model is that it
had fewer parameters than did the race model. The drift
coefficient was held constant at S2 = 0.1 because, for a
single distribution, it is unobservable. The drift coeffi
cient scales all the other parameters, so that for any s2, a
set ofparameters can be found that leave the distribution
unchanged. However, the ratio oftwo drift coefficients is
observable, and so we might have allowed the ratio ofco
efficients to vary across conditions. Because of the added
complexity that this would have implied for our fits, we
did not attempt this.

The fact that no parameters could be found to fit the
diffusion model to both RTs and accuracies should not
necessarily be taken as an indication of its failure. Ex
cellent fits may very well be possible with parameters that
were not found in these analyses. However, the fact that
such parameters were difficult to find may be attributed
to the complexity of the diffusion model. The diffusion
equations are quite complicated and unstable for various
time values. Allowing the drift rate to vary makes the
problem much worse, because each prediction then re
quires a numerical integration ofthe already complicated
expressions over all the possible drift rates. The race
model does not suffer from this problem, although rates
and thresholds for the model could, if theoretical con
cerns warranted, be allowed to vary as well.

It should be noted that the drift variance arises from a
theoretically motivated source, perceptual encoding, and
that, therefore, the diffusion model is more complete
than the race model. It provides an explanation for how
information is transformed into evidence toward alter
native responses. The race model presented here does
not specify how information arrives from earlier stages.
However, a similar mechanism can be constructed for the
race model, resulting in variable accumulation rates (Van
Zandt, in press-b). For instance, suppose that noise in the
processing system tends to make stimulus pairs register
at least some difference, even when the members of the
pair are identical. The amount of difference to which a
pair gives rise is a random variable that depends on the pair

type. Ifthere is some total amount ofcapacity that can be
allocated to each counter, the number of perceived mis
matches would determine how much of that capacity is
allocated to the different counter. The rest would be al
located to the same counter. On each trial, the amount of
capacity allocated to each counter is a random variable
determined by the number ofperceived mismatches. Al
though this mechanism could have been exploited in the
present project, it was not necessary to do so. The race
model already fit the data reasonably well, and the addi
tional flexibility provided by varying rates (or thresh
olds) would only have made the fits better.

Conclusions
The relative merits of random walk and race model

representations have been debated. However, the results
of Townsend (1976) and Marley and Colonius (1992)
have suggested that random walk models may have rep
resentations equivalent to those of independent race
models. Race models have not been studied as exten
sively as the diffusion models. This study demonstrates
that the race model is a viable model of response selec
tion in a choice RT task, perceptual matching.

Race models can predict RT and accuracy (and also
response confidence and double response behavior; St.
James & Eriksen, 1992; Vickers, 1979). The diffusion
model can also predict RT and accuracy, although it had
problems doing so in the present study. Both the race and
the diffusion models are most useful as frameworks within
which subtle aspects ofperformance can be investigated.
The calculations required to determine the predicted mean
RTs, accuracy, and the RT distributions from a random
walk or a diffusion model are considerably more com
plicated than those required for the race model. Eventually,
data may be found that the random walk or the diffusion
representation can describe but the race representation
cannot. Until then, the greater tractability ofthe race model
and its now-demonstrated ability to produce the ob
served patterns ofaccuracy and RT suggest that the race
model may be a more useful representation of the re
sponse selection process than is the diffusion model, at
least in certain situations.
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NOTES

I. The degrees of freedom for the 1'2 statistics were calculated in the
following way. For the overall fits shown in Table 2, the degrees of free
dom were the total number of bins used in the 1'2 calculation, minus I

for each distribution, minus the total number of parameters. Each dis
tribution was described by using II quantiles, which yielded 10 bins.
Six distributions entered into the overall fits, for a total of 60 bins. So,
for example, there were 60 - 6 - II = 43 degrees of freedom for the
appropriate fits of the race model to the distributions from the blocked
condition. For fits to each condition (in which the two same and differ
ent distributions were fit), the total degrees of freedom was divided by
three and conservatively rounded downward.

2. The algorithm was written by D. L. Carroll, University of Illinois,
and is available through the World-Wide Web (http://www.staff.uiuc.
edu/-carroil/ga.html). Last accessed 5/16/00.

3. The standard error of the RMS statistic is given by

1-1.( f(vI2+ 1/2»2
v f(vI2)

where v is the number ofdegrees of freedom (number of data points fit
minus the number ofparameters).

APPENDIX A
The Poisson Race Model

For a given stimulus, let Ts and To be random variables representing the finishing times for the same and
different counters, respectively. If Ts and To have probability density functions (pdfs)fs andfo' then the event
that, say, a same response was selected at some time t has the pdf

I
f( t I"same") = I' (t)[ I F. (t)]P("same") 1S - D ,

where FD(t) represents the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of To, and

P("same") = Cofs(u)[l- FD(u)]du.

If it is assumed that the same and different counters receive unit amounts of information at exponentially
distributed interarrival times, then the random variables Ts and To are gamma distributed; the shape param
eter for each is the value of the response criteria K s and Ko' and the rate parameters for each depend on the
stimulus presented. Let Ass and Aso represent the accumulation rates on the same and different counters, re
spectively, when a same stimulus pair is presented. The race model pdf for a same response, given a same stim
ulus pair, is then (Townsend & Ashby, 1983, p. 274)

f(tl"same") = I Ass(Asst)Ks-l e-AsstKfl(Asot)j e- AsDt
P("same") (Ks -I)! j=O j! '

which, when integrated, yields the cdf

e-t(ASS+ASD)( Ass )K~ KD-1(Ks +i-I)( Aso )iKs+i-l[t(Ass+AsD)]j
F(tl "same") = 1- x L L

P("same") Ass +ASD i=O i Ass + ASD j=O j!

The probability that the same response was given is

KD-l( .)( A )K
S

( A )iP("same") = L Ks ~ I - I ss so.
i=O I Ass +Aso Ass + ASD

Simple closed-form expressions exist for the race model pdf, probabilities, cdf, and all means and higher
moments. To obtain expressions for the densities, distributions, and probabilities for a different response, the
Sand D subscripts in the above expressions should be reversed. Notice that, in this study, we have considered
only integer values for thresholds K s and Ko. This was done strictly for convenience, and there is no reason
why future investigations of this model should be so limited. Dzhafarov (1993) has noted that the "units" rep
resented by the thresholds are dimensionless entities, and so the issue of real versus integer-valued thresholds
is an empty one.
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APPENDIX A (Continued)

The Diffusion Model
For a particular stimulus type, a drift rate { is selected at random from a normal distribution with mean Jl =

- {o or {s and variance 1/ 2. The activation level begins at z and drifts toward either boundary 0 (for different)
or a (for same). The drift variance parameter s2, fit in other applications using the diffusion model (Ratcliff,
1978), is not generally observable and was set equal to 0.1. The finishing time pdf for the time that the acti
vation reaches 0 can be expressed in two ways. The most well-known expression is

I 1Cs2 -4 ~ (1CZk) _-.Lt(,f2/s2+lr2k2s2/a2)
f(tl"different", {) = -~2e' ~)sin - e 2 ,

P a k=l a

where P is the probability of absorption at 0, or a different response:

-2E -2£<0
e ,~2 -e .1'2

P=
-2E

e" -I

The cdfis

. (klrZ) -f/(,f2Is2+~k2.zla2)
1C 2 2 ~ Zksm -a- e

F(tl "different" {) = I--.L _S_e-z,fls x L ------=-----=-----:-:~--::---
, P a2

k=1 e/s2 +1C2es2 / a2

(The expressions for the probability of and finishing times for absorption at boundary a are found by replac
ing {with -{ and z with a - z in the equations above.) The marginal pdfis found by integrating over all val
ues of {:

f(t I"different") = C f(11 "different", {) If>( {-1/{D )d{,

where If>({) is the standard normal pdf. The marginal finishing time pdfhas no simple closed-form expression
and must be found by numerical means. Unfortunately, this form of the pdfis unstable for small t. As t goes to
zero, the infinite sum of sine functions begins to fluctuate from negative infinity to positive infinity. This be
havior can be troublesome for numerical integration.

An alternative form of the joint pdf is given by Feller (1968):

_ (;+H:U)'

f(t I"different", {) = ~ e, 2., I,(z+ Zka)e ,,,
\'Z1Cs2t 3 k=-~

As t goes to zero, this expression goes to zero. Unfortunately, as 1gets very large, this expression becomes un
stable, whereas the expression above converges quite nicely. However, this expression can be evaluated very
quickly, because the infinite sum converges with only a very few terms. We used this expression in the nu
merical routines but switched to the alternative when it became unstable. It can be integrated to give

F(tl"different", {) = _e- z,f/,2 x
ZP

I, (sgn(k)el,f IIZ+2ka l/s
2
{erf( Z + Zka+

2
1{I t)-I} + sgn(k)e -I,f IIZ+2kUI/S

2
{erf( z + Zka ~ I{I t)_ I}),

k=-~ \ Zls '; ZIS

where erf(x) is the error function

erf(x) = ~Jxe-u2 du,
\1C 0

and the sign function is

i-I ifk <0
sgn(k) = .

I ifk;:.:O
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APPENDIXB

TableB]
Unconstrained and Inappropriate (Bias-Constrained) Parameter Values and

X 2 Statistics of the Race Model for Each Participant (P) in Each Condition of Experiment ]

Model P Dead Ko K s Aoo AoS ASS Aso rer X2

Unconstrained
Blocked 500 10 9 66.38 33.28 58.15 37.98 .262 13.18

750 8 6 44.07 12.15 32.36 17.79 .305 19.65
1,000 10 8 43.07 12.43 35.85 18.16 .289 31.3°t

2 500 15 19 82.90 66.95 101.57 50.87 .183 28.38t
750 8 9 52.47 22.37 60.06 18.63 .274 18.33

1,000 7 7 49.75 15.08 47.90 16.15 .285 12.65
3 500 II 5 75.05 19.98 35.59 49.11 .254 13.77

750 5 3 40.65 8.93 25.44 18.64 .309 19.09
1,000 5 3 35.72 8.04 22.14 15.28 .309 5.58

Mixed 500 9 6 65.09 22.39 42.33 33.85 .286 20.23*
750 8 5 60.65 17.19 35.67 30.20 .292 34.27t

1,000 11 7 71.57 24.80 44.01 41.76 .271 13.68
2 500 25 22 127.47 74.65 111.75 81.27 .177 12.28

750 20 19 105.26 61.17 98.81 61.96 .183 26.66t
1,000 20 19 105.85 61.91 101.08 66.40 .187 20.78*

3 500 7 3 49.78 11.90 23.45 28.86 .278 25.95t
750 8 4 53.05 15.98 29.61 33.93 .265 25.66t

1,000 9 4 57.61 15.69 29.15 38.58 .261 23.79*
Inappropriate

Blocked 500 } { 81.91 40.94 68.38 49.66 } { 14.59
750 14 12 56.94 26.19 49.06 24.97 .241 20.44

1,000 50.29 6.26 44.40 23.44 28.64t
2 500 } { 99.33 0.00 107.35 0.67 } { 39.06t

750 16 18 69.07 43.59 78.59 35.90 .196 27.44*
1,000 69.22 44.00 77.28 13.25 27.59*

3 500 } { 65.62 21.18 40.49 39.45 } { 23.55*
750 9 5 54.09 14.63 30.63 31.49 .265 29.56t

1,000 49.12 12.89 27.95 26.59 18.24
Mixed 500 } { 62.94 22.27 40.42 32.06 } { 18.24

750 9 6 62.99 20.33 39.69 30.46 .281 30.77t
1,000 62.84 21.76 40.39 34.05 13.94

2 500 } { 88.31 50.11 82.30 50.80 } { 15.35
750 14 13 89.69 40.10 81.88 44.75 .216 21.15

1,000 87.01 44.03 81.57 50.45 19.55
3 500 { 56.03 15.14 27.47 35.55 } { 24.66·

750 9 4 57.23 15.33 27.89 37.56 .259 23.65*
1,000 56.51 15.34 28.80 37.35 21.92

Note-Deadlines (Dead) are given in milliseconds. Significance levels for unconstrained and inappropriate
fits are calculated with II and 13 degrees of freedom, respectively. *p < .05. tp < .01. lp < .001.
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APPENDIX 8 (Continued)

TableB2
Unconstrained and Inappropriate (Bias-Constrained) Parameter Values and

X 2 Statistics of the Diffusion Model for Each Participant (P) in Each Condition of Experiment 1

Model P Deadline a z go gs 17 Ter X2

Unconstrained
Blocked 500 1.749 .883 3.601 3.502 .118 .161 12.95

750 1.957 1.059 3.101 2.617 .010 .140 16.81
1,000 1.605 .816 2.405 2.401 .026 .180 25.83*

2 500 1.730 .862 3.707 3.634 .010 .126 21.46*
750 1.669 .838 3.581 3.588 .429 .188 12.48

1,000 1.612 .806 3.387 3.315 .348 .184 8.41
3 500 1.509 .873 3.748 2.919 .134 .160 11.87

750 1.301 .747 3.925 3.121 .666 .231 19.44
1,000 1.158 .648 2.963 2.450 .388 .219 3.82

Mixed 500 1.543 .846 3.758 3.070 .229 .191 11.98
750 1.504 .792 3.357 2.948 .010 .181 26.49t

1,000 1.690 .889 3.566 3.218 .118 .169 12.68
2 500 1.545 .812 3.887 3.503 .010 .161 15.68

750 1.551 .804 3.787 3.496 .232 .158 16.79
1,000 1.566 .819 3.714 3.429 .011 .153 21.23*

3 500 1.582 .917 3.696 2.930 .346 .158 18.45
750 1.202 .697 3.274 2.624 .256 .189 21.92*

1,000 1.511 .849 3.336 2.869 .205 .149 17.33
Inappropriate

Blocked 500 } { 4.005 3.685 } { 13.01
750 2.017 1.047 3.130 2.893 .177 .141 22.37

1,000 2.829 2.698 27.23*
2 500 } { 3.302 3.231 } { 83.35t

750 1.022 .504 2.281 2.367 .001 .205 86.08t
1,000 2.284 2.298 85.77t

3 500 } { 3.706 2.958 } { 19.17
750 1.325 .758 3.232 2.490 .178 .185 26.17*

1,000 3.028 2.317 13.37
Mixed 500 } { 3.005 2.534 } { 7.99

750 1.051 .567 2.984 2.487 .010 .229 21.33
1,000 2.997 2.550 15.25

2 500 } { 4.005 3.859 } { 17.89
750 1.916 .976 3.990 3.819 .001 .123 21.39

1,000 3.940 3.838 19.45
3 500 } { 3.012 2.295 } { 23.14

750 .995 .588 3.047 2.338 .193 .209 21.13
1,000 3.018 2.384 20.53

Note-Significance levels for unconstrained and inappropriate fits are calculated with 12 and 14 degrees of
freedom, respectively. Deadlines (Dead) are given in milliseconds. *p < .05. tp < .01. +p < .001.
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APPENDIX B (Continued)

Table B3
Unconstrained and Inappropriate (Bias-Constrained) Parameter Values and

X2 Statistics ofthe Race Model for Each Participant (P) in Each Condition of Experiment 2

2

2

3

3

Inappropriate

Unconstrained I 20 9 8 60.09 0.00 37.40 20.65 .307 25.47t
50 5 2 32.08 2.36 11.04 9.01 .357 35.62t
80 20 2 85.06 2.96 12.66 48.31 .288 15.28
20 3 2 29.51 1.68 12.50 9.31 .338 21.41 *
50 10 2 57.87 2.33 14.83 6.47 .312 19.51
80 14 2 63.24 4.15 20.26 11.88 .294 41.08t
20 2 3 12.66 0.00 11.24 1.64 .427 60.25t
50 3 2 11.00 0.61 7.83 0.08 .402 138.83t
80 3 2 6.69 1.10 7.71 0.04 .328 61.24t

20} { 70.86 2.89 10.12 32.47} {86.0 It
50 13 3 54.54 3.39 10.83 24.40 .274 59.19t
80 51.42 5.51 18.76 7.71 39.23t

20} {56.40 0.01 8.67 25.13} {71.86t
50 8 2 42.15 2.34 11.99 18.46 .296 69.76t
80 35.30 4.19 20.67 3.87 60.76t
20} { 16.63 0.10 3.86 0.00} { 172.45t
50 3 11.06 0.16 3.15 3.32 .405 192.28t
80 7.74 0.31 5.32 0.01 82.26t

Note-Significance levels for unconstrained and inappropriate fits are calculated with II and 13 degrees of
freedom, respectively. *p<.05. tp<.OI tp<.OO1.

Table B4
Unconstrained and Inappropriate (Bias-Constrained) Parameter Values and

xl Statistics of the Diffusion Model for Each Participant (P) in Each Condition of Experiment 2

Model P Bias a z ~D ~s 1/ rer X2

2

2

3

3

Inappropriate

Unconstrained I 20 1.613 .896 3.892 2.551 .476 .225 20.03
50 1.499 .928 3.222 1.936 .447 .215 23.26*
80 1.293 .9893.289 1.403 .010 .219 8.17
20 1.475 .820 3.955 2.836 .754 .224 12.73
50 1.420 .964 3.687 2.091 .471 .218 15.33
80 .855 .681 2.926 1.496 .342 .275 23.30*
20 1.713 .792 3.246 2.791 1.058 .316 20.32
50 1.765 .981 3.112 2.679 1.215 .319 33.1 It
80 1.799 1.094 2.004 1.859 .633 .173 24.67*

20 } { 3.879 1.713 } { 98.42t
50 1.938 1.273 3.348 1.692 .210 .124 46.44t
80 3.266 2.170 57.0It

20} { 3.231 1.571 } { 59.03t
50 1.097 .709 2.673 1.692 .267 .213 54.33t
80 2.402 2.190 88.84t

20 } { 2.204 1.154 } { 116.27t
50 1.216 .740 1.785 1.192 .391 .235 121.74t
80 1.471 1.461 70.73t

Note-Significance levels for unconstrained and inappropriate fits are calculated with 12 and 14 degrees of
freedom, respectively. *p < .05. tp < .01. tp < .001.
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APPENDIX B (Continued)

Table 85
Unconstrained and Inappropriate (Rate-Constrained) Parameter Values and

X 2 Statistics ofthe Race Model for Each Participant (P) in Each Condition of Experiment 3

Model P Width Ko Ks AOO AOS ASS ASO Ter X2

Unconstrained I 1.5 10 4 44.27 5.39 21.94 19.23 .313 37.86t
5.3 7 3 34.62 3.84 13.07 14.76 .344 15.21
9.5 4 2 22.02 2.46 9.66 9.59 .402 20.89*

2 1.5 9 3 47.62 3.22 22.14 26.04 .383 15.53
5.3 7 2 43.95 1.71 10.67 16.06 .423 14.39
9.5 4 2 23.90 2.38 10.75 9.32 .446 17.10

3 1.5 8 3 44.11 2.74 18.74 22.61 .393 21.44*
5.3 5 2 26.03 1.74 9.96 13.21 .422 51.38t
9.5 4 2 21.20 2.01 9.02 9.69 .434 21.83*

4 1.5 4 4 23.44 6.07 18.90 6.58 .361 17.04
5.3 3 8 20.62 3.38 35.55 5.17 .384 32.09t
9.5 2 6 12.88 19.49 26.57 5.49 .413 25.39t

5 1.5 7 2 32.56 2.05 12.51 11.33 .416 26.21t
5.3 9 4 33.00 6.80 15.35 19.14 .373 53.49t
9.5 7 3 28.58 5.57 13.36 16.83 .424 24.45*

6 1.5 7 3 37.83 4.54 17.94 15.15 .347 17.53
5.3 5 4 24.80 9.63 19.14 11.92 .352 24.02*
9.5 8 9 29.30 24.92 30.64 21.75 .291 15.08

Inappropriate 1.5 5 i} { 55.6It
5.3 4 0.10 28.83 1.34 21.97 .372 30.03t
9.5 5 23.47

2 1.5 6 ;} { 29.45t
5.3 6 35.86 2.72 4.23 26.80 .417 27.20*
9.5 7 38.11t

3 1.5 4

n { 50.15t
5.3 5 25.21 2.47 16.84 4.23 .418 69.53t
9.5 5 31.69t

4 1.5 5

n { 45.94t
5.3 5 27.55 5.83 18.57 18.88 .350 57.76t
9.5 5 42.59t

5 1.5 9 :} { 34.80t
5.3 9 36.46 3.81 15.96 19.69 .386 60.45t
9.5 10 29.37t

6 1.5 6

~ }
{ 27.49*

5.3 6 19.14 20.39 12.17 23.96 .337 30.83t
9.5 5 18.66

Note-Significance levels for unconstrained and inappropriate fits are calculated with 11 and 14 degrees of
freedom, respectively. *p < .05. tp < .01. lp < .001.
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APPENDIX B (Continued)

TableB6
Unconstrained and Inappropriate (Rate-Constrained) Parameter Values and

X2 Statistics of the Diffusion Model for Each Participant (P) in Each Condition of Experiment 3

Model P Width a z gD gs 11 Ter X2

Unconstrained I 1.5 1.869 1.100 3.076 2.482 .331 .175 29.18t
5.3 1.658 .992 2.983 1.988 .349 .206 11.44
9.5 1.732 1.018 3.031 2.170 .481 .234 21.64*

2 1.5 1.961 1.135 3.051 2.649 .080 .196 8.64
5.3 1.476 .953 3.477 1.873 .435 .302 11.85
9.5 2.068 1.090 2.727 2.461 .309 .195 23.79*

3 1.5 1.719 .928 3.513 3.478 .712 .301 30.51t
5.3 2.436 1.256 2.808 2.840 .375 .155 69.02t
9.5 1.844 1.025 2.808 2.319 .441 .244 18.58

4 1.5 1.904 .968 2.858 2.497 .387 .179 16.42
5.3 1.281 .472 2.112 2.721 .383 .299 30.83t
9.5 1.962 .858 2.923 2.980 .444 .238 21.83*

5 1.5 1.750 1.069 2.924 2.209 .392 .251 21.78*
5.3 1.595 .957 2.506 1.779 .229 .247 42.42t
9.5 1.932 1.074 2.587 2.254 .267 .232 18.10

6 1.5 2.017 1.110 3.235 2.849 .430 .178 15.05
5.3 1.862 .986 2.866 2.511 .357 .188 18.58
9.5 2.111 1.057 2.858 2.718 .243 .160 13.89

Inappropriate 1.5 1.905 1.122 } { 37.67t
5.3 2.019 1.138 2.830 2.213 .162 .133 21.19
9.5 2.161 1.225 33.66t

2 1.5 1.592 1.005 } { 27.45*
5.3 1.761 1.040 3.330 2.379 .388 .262 29.79t
9.5 1.881 1.110 29.70t

3 1.5 1.180 .689 } { 47.04t
5.3 1.324 .765 2.280 1.828 .001 .273 45.75t
9.5 1.365 .764 19.11

4 1.5 1.547 .752 } { 33.63t
5.3 1.660 .750 2.318 2.299 .001 .200 38.40t
9.5 1.699 .761 39.36t

5 1.5 1.231 .768 } { 23.04
5.3 1.289 .765 2.257 1.678 .001 .290 36.84t
9.5 1.357 .804 24.53*

6 1.5 1.637 .895 } { 31.03t
5.3 1.726 .913 2.595 2.309 .070 .177 27.60*
9.5 1.747 .900 18.29

Note-Significance levels for unconstrained and inappropriate fits are calculated with 12 and 14 degrees of
freedom, respectively. *p< .05. tp < .01. tp < .001.

(Manuscript received September 23, !998;
revision accepted for publication September 23, 1999.)




